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Abstract

Thermal energy capture from surface water bodies is rapidly gaining attention as a valuable source of
renewable thermal energy in the Netherlands. By virtue of the large quantity of lakes and waterways in
close proximity to urban areas in Netherlands, the technique could significantly contribute to a renewable
thermal energy system in the Netherlands. However, the thermal and flow effects these systems have on
a water body are often not well known during system development.

The main objective of this thesis is providing a method to model the temperature and flow in a water
body that is influenced by one or multiple systems capturing thermal energy from surface water bodies.
This was done using the two-dimensional depth averaged and quasi three-dimensional shallow water
equations under the assumption vertical velocities are limited. In order to describe the heat flux at the air-
water interface, two different models are used. One model is including hourly variable meteorological
conditions. The second model excludes daily variations, assuming the water will always return to a
thermal equilibrium.

The proposed framework consists of four different modelling approaches that range from a rather el-
ementary one-dimensional analytical model to a quasi three-dimensional numerical model and can be
used to contribute in various phases of system development, like conceptual studies, design studies or
studies to aid in permitting applications. An exploratory study showed additional boundary conditions
can be applied to extend the model with a background flow or multiple systems capturing energy from
the same water body.

A sensitivity study shows modelling of both the near field and far field discharge behaviour proves to be
inefficient in a single model and grid convergence in close vicinity to the discharge location can be chal-
lenging to obtain. Evaluation of the influence of a background horizontal turbulent eddy viscosity shows
to have a major impact on the system behaviour but can provide a valuable tool for model calibration.

Validation studies have been conducted on the model, using measurement data from water bodies in both
natural- and production state. The natural state results show a RMSE between 0.27 and 1.03 ◦C between
March and November and a RMSE between 0.81 and 2.29 ◦C between December and February. The
production state validation showed a RMSE between 0.97 and 1.71 ◦C for six different observation
points. While the accuracy of a quasi three-dimensional approach appears to be higher in both studies,
the two-dimensional approach also appears to have a satisfactory accuracy for the evaluated systems.

Altogether, it can be concluded that the model presented in this study is of valuable use for modelling
thermal energy capturing systems in fairly small, shallow channels in the Netherlands. However, more
extensive model validation, calibration and model development is required for systems in water bodies
with different flow and dimensional characteristics. Furthermore, the accuracy of the natural state model
in the winter months should be improved.
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Nomenclature

Symbols

Symbol Description Units
cp Specific heat capacity [J/(kgK)]
Cd Drag coefficient [−]
D (Eddy) diffusivity [m2/s]
f Coriolis frequency [rad/s]
Fc Cloud cover fraction [−]
g Gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
h Water depth [m]
k Turbulent kinetic energy [m2/s2]
L Length scale [m]
M Momentum source term [m4/s2]
n Manning coefficient [−]
P Pressure [Pa]
Pe Péclet number [−]
q Specific humidity [−]
Q Thermal energy flux [W/m2]

Q̇ Volume flux [m3/s]
Re Reynolds number [−]
Ro Rossby number [−]
Sc Schmidt number [−]
t Time [s]
T Temperature [◦C]
u, v, w Velocity in x, y, z-direction [m/s]
U Wind velocity [m/s]
W Domain width [m]
ε Energy dissipation [m2/s3]
θ Aspect ratio between width and depth [−]
λ Heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2K)]
ν Kinematic (eddy) viscosity [m2/s]
ϕ Geographic latitude [◦]
φ Aspect ratio between length and depth [−]
ρ Density [kg/m3]
τ Shear stress [N/m2]

Subscript and superscripts

Index Description Index Description
0 reference or surface value lat latent
10 10 meter above the water surface mol molecular
a ambient s water surface or solar
an net atmospheric sen sensible
atm atmospheric sn net solar
b bottom t turbulent
br back radiation v vertical
h horizontal w wind
i initial ∗ non-dimensional
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1 Introduction

In the recent years, the energy transition has been moving forward and is gradually shaping society. The
Netherlands has set the goal to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions with 49% in 2030, compared to the
1990 level [1]. A major part of the national energy use of the Netherlands is the contribution of heating
and cooling of residential and utility buildings. For years the Netherlands has mainly been dependent
on using its own gas production in Groningen for this purpose. However, given the climate agreement,
more sustainable solutions will be necessary for these needs in the near future.

These thermal energy demands are often seasonally dependent. During summer months, an abundance
of heat is available, while heat is in demand during winter months. Vice versa, energy from the colder
winter months would be valuable to cool buildings during summer months. Seasonal storage of thermal
energy is a way to store heat or cold when it is available and use it in opposing seasons. Underground
thermal energy storage (UTES), also known as the ground-coupled heat exchanger, increased in popular-
ity over the past years, especially for use in residential and utility buildings and greenhouse horticulture.
In these systems heat and cold is stored seasonally in the subsurface. This can be done with a closed
loop system, where an antifreeze solution is circulated in tubes in the ground. In the Netherlands, an
open system is often being used to store energy in the subsurface. Open systems are generally in direct
contact with the aquifer (water carrying layer in the ground) and use this groundwater to store heat or
cold. These systems are categorized as aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES) systems.

In general, seasonal thermal energy storage systems are charged by using residual heat or cold from
the residential areas. However, the storage systems are also often combined with techniques to actively
capture heat or cold in order to increase the available stored energy or meet legal requirements to achieve
an energy balance in the subsurface, where the net extracted energy over a certain period is zero.

A technique that is gaining popularity as a means to regenerate heat into low temperature UTES systems
is aquathermal energy. Aquathermal energy is a collective name for the principle of extracting heat
and/or cold from a water body. Aquathermal systems are often combined with UTES systems, but can
also provide direct heat or cold to a heating network or single building. A heat pump is generally part
of the installation to upgrade the energy to usable temperatures for heating or cooling. According to CE
Delft and Deltares [2], aquathermal systems can be divided in three groups:

1. Thermal energy capture from surface water

Surface water bodies have natural seasonal temperature differences, mostly due to its ability to absorb
solar energy and direct contact with the surrounding air. The varying temperature can be used to store
or directly use heat or cold. Generally, heat (and/or cold) is extracted from surface water during the
summer (and/or winter) periods, when the water is relatively warm (or cold), by using a heat exchanger
and is stored in the subsurface. This stored, low temperature heat, is used in the opposing season to heat
(or cool) residential areas (Figure 1.1). Most often this is done through a local, low temperature heating
network. A mentioned advantage of thermal energy from surface water is the minimal impact on the
environment, especially compared to other less aesthetic renewable thermal energy solutions, like solar
thermal collectors or biomass. In some cases, the stimulation of water flow and reduction of temperature
caused by a cold water discharge is mentioned to improve the water quality and cause a higher solubility
of oxygen in water [3]. However, there are also restrictions in place like limited temperature reduction
in order not to disturb the water ecology.

The large quantity of (shallow) lakes and waterways in close proximity to urban areas in the Netherlands
results in an economic potential thermal energy extraction from surface water that accounts for circa
40% (150 PJ/year) of the total expected heat demand of the built environment in the Netherlands in
2050 [2]. The technical potential even exceeds the heat demand of the Netherlands according to the
study. A geographical illustration of this potential utilization is given in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic image describing a possible use case of thermal energy capture from surface
water, used in combination with an ATES system throughout the four seasons [4].

Figure 1.2: Geographical illustration of the economical potential thermal energy extraction from surface
water in the Netherlands [2]. Coloured lines represent water bodies (e.g. rivers, channels or lakes),
colored based on their thermal potential. Colored dots represent urban districts, where the color is
dependent on the match between the thermal demand of a district and the presence of water bodies
within a range of 5 kilometers.
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2. Thermal energy capture from waste water

Waste water can also be used as a relevant sustainable heat source. Sewage water, effluent (treated
waste water) and waste water treatment plants can provide thermal energy that can be utilized with a
heat exchanger and used for domestic or utility heating and cooling in combination with a heat pump.
During winter periods the heat from waste water can be used directly and during summer periods the
heat can be stored in a seasonal energy storage. The economical potential for thermal energy from waste
water in the Netherlands is roughly 56 PJ/year [2].

3. Thermal energy capture from drinking water

Similar to extraction of thermal energy from waste water, energy can also be extracted from drinking
water. The water in drinking water transport pipes and drinking water production facilities generally
has a fairly constant temperature, which allows for constant extraction of energy. This can be done by
installing a heat exchanger in the already present water pipelines. Since the drinking water is not in
direct contact with the energy extracting fluid, the predominant effect will be a deviating drinking water
temperature. Field research shows this has very limited to no (microbiological) effects on the drinking
water quality [5]. According to KWR, the economical potential for thermal energy from drinking water
is limited to maximum 1.4% (4-6 PJ/year) of the estimated thermal energy demand in the Netherlands
in 2050 [6].

1.1 Literature and previous work

In regard to the three defined aquathermal energy techniques, capturing energy from surface water has
the largest potential in the Netherlands. In 2020, ’Netwerk Aquathermie (NAT)’ made an assessment of
realised projects in the Netherlands. It showed that aquathermal energy is not new in the Netherlands,
and has been exploited since 1985. However, in 2017 and 2018 the amount of new projects quickly
increased [7]. This is among others due to the increasingly urgent demands of the climate agreement, the
recently introduced subsidy from the Dutch incentive scheme for sustainable energy transition (SDE++)
[8] and enhanced collaboration for research and implementation of the systems.

Outside of the Netherlands the use of thermal energy from surface water is also being utilised. Some
projects were found using water from (large) lakes as thermal energy source for heating or cooling
buildings in for example Turkey [9], China [10], Canada (lake Ontario) [11] and Switzerland (lake
Geneva) [12]. However, the wide interest that currently occurs in the Netherlands for the extraction of
thermal energy from smaller, shallow lakes and waterways in combination with seasonal storage systems
has not been found abroad. The abundance of (small) lakes and waterways, close to urban environments,
makes the Netherlands suitable for exploitation of this technique on a large scale.

As discussed, Deltares estimated the national potential of the technique in the Netherlands in 2018 [2],
while Stowa proposed a guideline on how to utilize aquathermal energy in practice [13]. A framework
for monitoring realized systems and its ecological and thermal effects was presented by Deltares in 2020
[3] and suggests monitoring of installed systems is necessary to provide more insight in the ecological
effects of the systems.

Other studies are focused on describing analytical or numerical methods to predict the effects of energy
capture from surface water on the temperature in a water body. A one-dimensional model was presented,
focusing on energy extraction from deep stratified lakes in Switzerland [14]. In 2018, Deltares made an
assessment on how to make quantitative estimates for systems capturing energy from surface water
based on a quickscan [15]. However they declared more detailed modelling is necessary to achieve
more accuracy.

A recent study described a one-dimensional model, assessing the potential thermal energy extraction of
a river [16]. Another interesting case study was done by Medrano in 2009 [17]. In this study a pond,
situated in an urbanized area, subject to active thermal energy extraction is monitored and modelled.
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The study presents one- and two-dimensional modelling of heat transport in the system, with a focus
on the influence of an urban environment on the energy flux between the atmosphere and water surface.
Flow velocity effects have not been included in this study.

None of these studies tend to provide a framework for numerical modelling of the thermal and flow effect
of energy capture from shallow surface water. Also, none of these studies investigate the interaction and
interference of multiple energy capturing systems. Additional modelling of these aspects is valuable
in order to improve system performance, aid in the design process and optimize energy production.
Therefore, this study focuses on these aspects.

1.2 Problem definition and research objective

In order to define the problem where this study is focusing on, the thermal energy capturing system
should first be defined. A simplified representation is given in Figure 1.3. The system can be charac-
terised by the following components, as indicated in the figure:

1. The surface water body. With an arbitrary shape and dimensions (typically L > W >> h).
2. Intake/extraction position. Water is extracted from the water body and pumped to 3.
3. Heat exchanger. Heat or cold is extracted from the water by means of a heat exchanger (the water

is filtered before entering the heat exchanger).
4. Outfall/discharge position. The water is transported to a location further from the intake and

discharged back into the surface water body.

(a) Top view of the surface water body

(b) Cross section A-A

Figure 1.3: Simplified representation of a system extracting thermal energy from an initially stagnant
surface water body. This setup is used as a base case scenario in the majority of this study. In Chapters
5 and 6, practical case studies will be addressed.

As described in the previous section, thermal energy capture from surface water has a large potential in
the Netherlands. The technique is gaining popularity and could have a large social value in the future.
However, it also brings new design and implementation challenges for system designers, system opera-
tors and licensing authorities. Questions arise on how this heat can be extracted and utilized efficiently
and how much energy can be harvested periodically from a water body. But also regional and national
water authorities (the licensing authorities) appear to be responsible for large sources of renewable en-
ergy and therefore become an important part in the energy transition. Questions arise on what impact
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the systems have on the ecology, temperature and flow in water bodies, but also who has the right to
utilise the heat of shared water bodies (interference between different systems installed on the same wa-
ter body) and how can it be fairly distributed between different users. Currently, the thermal and flow
effects of systems extracting energy from surface water, are often determined by rough estimations and
simple equations. Next to this, the legal and permitting framework for projects involving thermal energy
capture from surface water is not well defined yet and permits are often issued based on sentiment.

The main problems that have been identified in practical projects by IF Technology and previous studies
are:

• In various phases of the system design, it is not well known what effects the thermal energy
capturing system has on the fluid flow and thermal behaviour in the water body. This might
cause systems to be designed sub-optimal, especially for shallow water bodies where the amount
of extracted energy is high compared to the water body volume. This might result in under-
performing or over-designing of a system. For example, simulations might be able to aid in
smarter positioning of the discharge and extraction position. This can result in improved system
performance and/or economic benefits ([15] [17][18]).

• Beside the thermal and flow effects directly caused by the system, detailed modelling is required
on the (seasonally and/or daily) variable heat flux between at the air-water interface which, as a
result of meteorological conditions, is constantly varying [15].

• Licensing authorities require more detailed studies on the thermal effects of the system in order to
issue a license. Mainly to asses the zone thermally affected by the system and possible ecological
threats this can cause [19].

• The effects of natural background flow in water bodies on the efficacy of energy capturing sys-
tems are unclear. Natural background flow will likely influence the spreading and mixing of the
discharged fluid, either positive or negative [18].

• The influence and interference between multiple energy capturing systems in close vicinity to
each other is unclear [18].

This results in the main objective of this study:

"Provide a method to model the temperature and flow in a water body that is influenced by one
or multiple systems capturing thermal energy from shallow surface water bodies."

This method is provided in order to contribute in various phases of system development (quickscans,
feasibility studies, system design studies, licensing applications and interference studies). The main
objective is divided in three sub questions:

"How can the hydrodynamics and heat transfer as the result of a thermal energy capturing
system in a surface water body be modelled?"

"How can the energy balance of a surface water body, affected by energy transfer at the air-
water interface due to meteorological conditions be modelled?"

"How can this be combined into a comprehensive modelling framework that can be used to
contribute in various phases of system development?"
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Outline

The remainder of this report is outlined as follows: Chapter 2 gives a description of the modelling
equations, approach and numerical modelling software that is used throughout the project. In chapter
3, different modelling approaches are described, that differ in their assumptions and complexity. The
different approaches are summarised in a modelling framework. Chapter 4 provides more insight in
the model performance by means of a sensitivity study on the mesh convergence, modelling of the
discharge facility, the background eddy viscosity and gradients in the vertical direction. A validation
of the numerical model predictions based on field measurements is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6
provides an exploratory study on addition of multiple thermal energy capturing systems and background
flow to the model. Finally, the results of this project are concluded and recommendations are provided
in Chapter 7.
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2 Theoretical description of the numerical model

In this chapter, the modelling equations and principles that are being used throughout the project are
introduced. The equations are given in correspondence with their implementation in the modelling soft-
ware Delft3D FM. The modelling equations can roughly be divided in two processes, the hydrodynamic
processes and the processes describing the energy exchange between the water body and the atmosphere.

Section 2.1 describes the hydrodynamics (fluid flow) and heat transfer processes in the water body. The
most relevant part of the hydrodynamics are the conservation laws for mass, momentum and energy. This
project makes use of the shallow water equations, a set of equations derived from the regular Navier-
Stokes equations, under the assumption that vertical length scales are small compared to the horizontal
length scales. These equations are supplemented with a turbulence model and case specific boundary
conditions and body forces. Figure 2.1 shows a visual representation of an arbitrary domain used for
the application in this study. One of these boundary conditions represents the energy transfer at the air-
water interface due to atmospheric conditions. Section 2.2 describes two different modelling approaches
to calculate the net heat flux at this interface, which is implemented in the hydrodynamic model.

Furthermore, an analytical one-dimensional model is discussed in Section 2.3. The chapter is concluded
with a brief description of software application used for this study in Section 2.4.

(a) Top view water surface (xy-plane)

(b) Cross section A-A (xz-plane)

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the boundary conditions for an arbitrary domain in the xy- and
xz-plane.

2.1 Hydrodynamics and heat transfer

2.1.1 Governing equations

The motion of fluid and thermal distribution in the numerical model is, for the largest part, described by
its governing equations. In most environmental flows, the horizontal length scales are much larger than
the vertical length scale. Based on this approximation a set of equations is derived that are known as the
shallow water equations [20] and can be used to simulate free surface flows in a two-dimensional (depth
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averaged) or three-dimensional domain. The shallow water equations are derived by depth integration
of the Navier-Stokes equations. An important assumption is that vertical velocities are assumed to be
small, leading to a reduced momentum equation in the z-direction. Besides the use of the shallow water
equations, the Boussinesq approximation [21] is applied in this project, stating that for incompressible
flow with limited temperature variations, density variations are only relevant in terms dependent on the
gravity. Density variations may be neglected in other terms.

1. Continuity equation

The continuity equation is also known as conservation of mass. The equation states that matter may nei-
ther be created nor destroyed and describes that in a given domain, the rate of mass entering a domain is
equal to the rate of mass leaving a domain plus the mass accumulation (change) within the system. Un-
der the shallow water equations, the regular continuity equation for incompressible fluids is integrated
over the depth while taking into account a free surface boundary condition. This depth integrated conti-
nuity equation, is provided in Equation 2.1 where h is the variable water depth and u and v provide depth
averaged velocities. Q̇ [m3/s] denotes sources or sinks per unit area due to discharge or withdrawal of
water.

∂h

∂t
+
∂uh

∂x
+
∂vh

∂y
= Q̇ (2.1)

This depth integrated form of the continuity equation offers the possibility to take volumetric effects, like
the coupling to an atmospheric energy transfer model or a spatially varying model depth, into account
for two-dimensional simulations and therefore reduces the required computational power.

2. Momentum equations

The momentum equations, which are based on the second law of Newton, state that the resultant force on
a fluid element is equal to the mass and acceleration forces acting on the element. This can be expressed
as Equation 2.2 for the x-component:

∑
Fx =

Du

Dt
ρ∆x∆y∆z (2.2)

where Fx is the total force in the x direction, DuDt is the change rate of the velocity in the x-direction (u)
over time, expressed by the material derivative and ρ∆x∆y∆z is the mass of a fluid element. The forces
on the left hand side can be divided into body forces and surface forces. The body forces, which are
forces like gravity, centrifugal and Coriolis are most often expressed as a source term in the equation.
Surface forces are due to stress (normal and tangential) acting on surfaces of the fluid element.

Depending on the forces that apply on the domain, various descriptions of the momentum equations can
be applied. For a two-dimensional, incompressible fluid flow with non varying body force (constant
gravity), the momentum equation for the x and y-direction for this project are described by Equations
2.3 and 2.4 [20]. In these equation, the underlined terms reduce to zero for two-dimensional models,
but are relevant when a quasi three-dimensional model is introduced, which causes additional terms for
advection and diffusion in the z-direction (the underlined terms).

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
+ w

∂u

∂z
= − 1

ρ0

∂P

∂x
+ ν

(
∂2u

∂x2
+
∂2u

∂y2
+
∂2u

∂z2

)
+ fv +Mx (2.3)

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
+ w

∂v

∂z
= − 1

ρ0

∂P

∂y
+ ν

(
∂2v

∂x2
+
∂2v

∂y2
+
∂2v

∂z2

)
− fu+My (2.4)
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The first term on the left hand side describes the velocity gradient, the remaining terms on the left
describe fluid transport by advection. u and v represent the velocities in the x and y-direction. On
the right hand side, the first term describes the horizontal pressure gradient. The terms between the
brackets describe the diffusion of momentum. Finally, a Coriolis body force (fv) and source/sink term
(M [m4/s2]) is introduced to account for remaining body forces.

Furthermore, under the shallow water equations used in this project, the vertical momentum equation
for quasi three-dimensional simulations is reduced to the hydro-static pressure (Equation 2.5).

∂P

∂z
= −ρgh (2.5)

Reducing the equation for vertical momentum, causes the immediate effect of vertical flow not to be
taken into account. However, if a quasi three-dimensional domain is considered, velocity variations
in the vertical direction are not unconditionally neglected. In order to be able to calculate vertical
velocities that occur, for example due to a spatially varying bed level, these are derived from the quasi
three-dimensional continuity equation as specified in Equation 2.6. Additionally, the buoyant production
term in the vertical turbulence model as proposed in Section 2.1.4 will contribute to vertical distribution
of flow.

∂h

∂t
+
∂uh

∂x
+
∂vh

∂y
+
∂w

∂z
= Q̇ (2.6)

3. Energy equation

The third fundamental equation is the advection-diffusion equation. This equation describes the transport
process of a concentration as a result of advection and diffusion. In this project, the concentration is
temperature. The equation for a three-dimensional system can described as:

∂T

∂t
+ u

∂T

∂x
+ v

∂T

∂y
+ w

∂T

∂z
= D

(
∂2T

∂x2
+
∂2T

∂y2
+
∂2T

∂z2

)
+ S (2.7)

For a two-dimensional model, the terms related to z will be reduced to zero (the underlined terms).
On the left hand side, the material derivative of the temperature is written out and divided in the local
accumulation of the temperature (first term) and the advection derivative (the remaining terms on the
left hand side). The terms on the right hand side describe the temperature change due to diffusion in the
element. Finally, an energy source/sink term S is introduced.

Equation of state

The water (reference) density, which is used in the momentum equations pressure term and in the atmo-
spheric heat flux term, is determined by the UNESCO international equation of state [22]:

ρ = 999.842594 + 6.793952 · 10−2 · T − 9.095290 · 10−3 · T 2+

+1.001685 · 10−4 · T 3 − 1.120083 · 10−6 · T 4 + 6.536332 · 10−9 · T 5
(2.8)
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2.1.2 Dimensional analysis

Given the governing equations that will be used for this project as described in the section above, the
equations can be rewritten in a dimensionless form in order to derive the relevant dimensionless numbers.
The dimensionless derivation and definition of dimensionless units is given in Appendix A and provides
the Reynolds, Rossby and Peclet numbers, which are relevant dimensionless number that can be used to
characterise and compare the dynamic flow behaviour of different systems. The dimensionless equations
with their corresponding dimensionless number are given below, where the underlined terms are only
relevant in three-dimensional models.

Continuity equation:

∂h∗

∂t∗
+
∂u∗h∗

∂x∗
+
∂v∗h∗

∂y∗
= Q̇∗ (2.9)

x-momentum equation:

∂u∗

∂t∗
+u∗

∂u∗

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂u∗

∂y∗
+w∗

∂u∗

∂z∗
= − 1

ρ0v2∞

∂P

∂x∗
+

1

Re

(
∂2u∗

∂x∗2
+
∂2u∗

∂y∗2
+
∂2u∗

∂z∗2

)
+

1

Ro
v∗+M∗x

(2.10)

y-momentum equation:

∂v∗

∂t∗
+ u∗

∂v∗

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂v∗

∂y∗
+w∗

∂v∗

∂z∗
= − 1

ρ0v2∞

∂P

∂y∗
+

1

Re

(
∂2v∗

∂x∗2
+
∂2v∗

∂y∗2
+
∂2v∗

∂z∗2

)
− 1

Ro
v∗+M∗y

(2.11)

z-momentum equation (hydrostratic pressure):

∂P

∂z∗
= −L2ρgh∗ (2.12)

Energy equation:

∂T ∗

∂t∗
+ u∗

∂T ∗

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂T ∗

∂y∗
+ w∗

∂T ∗

∂z∗
=

1

Pe

(
∂2T ∗

∂x∗2
+
∂2T ∗

∂y∗2
+
∂2T ∗

∂z∗2

)
+ S∗ (2.13)

Reynolds number
The Reynolds number, a dimensionless ratio between the inertial and viscous forces of a fluid flow and
is commonly used to determine the hydraulic flow regime of a fluid flow problem and compare case
studies for varying dimensions. At high Reynolds numbers, inertia forces are dominant and the flow
will be dominated by turbulent flow. At low Reynolds numbers, viscous forces are dominant and the
flow will be dominated by laminar flow.

Re =
Finertial
Fviscous

=
v∞L

ν
(2.14)

Where v∞ [m/s] is the characteristic velocity, L [m] the characteristic length and ν [m2/s] the kine-
matic viscosity. In open channel flows the characteristic length is often the ratio between the wetted cross
sectional area and the wetted perimeter (L = A/Pw), also known as the hydraulic mean depth. Experi-
mentally determined flow regimes for open channel flow regard: laminar flow for Re < 500, transitional
for 500 < Re < 2000 and turbulent flow for Re > 2000 [23].
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Rossby number
The Rossby number is a dimensionless ratio between the inertial and Coriolis forces of a fluid flow.
For a large Rossby number, inertial forces are dominant and the Coriolis force can be neglected in the
system. When the Rossby number is small, the effect of planetary rotation is relevant for the fluid flow
behaviour. The Coriolis frequency f is given by f = 2Ωsin(ϕ), where Ω [rad/s] is the rotation rate
of the Earth and ϕ [◦] is the geographic latitude of the system (f ≈ 1.43 ∗ 10−4 for the Netherlands).
Considering the low velocities that might occur in the models considered in this study, the Coriolis force
might be relevant for certain situations.

Ro =
Finertial
FCoriolis

=
v∞
Lf

(2.15)

Péclet number
The Péclet number represent the ratio between advective and diffusive transport of temperature. It can
be directly related in terms of the Prandtl and Reynolds numbers, where the Prandtl number can be
approximated constant for small temperature deviations.

Pe =
v∞L

D
= PrRe (2.16)

Geometric aspect ratios
When models are evaluated using the dimensionless numbers described above, a dimensional analysis
of the geometry is also relevant. The geometry as depicted in Figure 2.1 (a rectangular reservoir), results
in the geometric aspect ratios between the depth and width (θ) and the depth and length of the domain
(φ)

θ =
W

h
and φ =

L

h
(2.17)

2.1.3 Boundary conditions and body forces

What makes a fluid problem unique, is the definition of its boundary conditions and body forces. For this
project the main driving forces are the discharge and extraction of water due to either the intake-outfall
system or a natural background flow and the heat transfer flux at the air-water interface. Other boundary
conditions are shear forces for the free surface wind shear, the bottom shear stress and a wall shear stress
for the remaining surfaces. Heat transfer between the water body bed and sediment is neglected in this
project (accounts for roughly 1% of the heat budget in [16]). The boundaries specified in the xz-plane
are implemented as a body force for two-dimensional simulations.

Initial conditions
It is assumed that the model is ’at rest’ at the beginning of the simulation. Therefore, initial conditions
have to be defined on the domain. Initial conditions to be defined are: the initial temperature (Ti) and
the initial water level (hi). This can either be applied on the whole domain or it can be defined spatially
varying.

Open boundary conditions
The thermal energy extracting system and the domain background flow are modelled with open boundary
conditions. Inflow boundaries are typically modelled as a Dirichlet condition for both flow velocity and
temperature, prescribing a uniform velocity and temperature in the direction normal to the boundary.
The prescribed velocity and temperature can also be varied in time during the simulation.

Outflow boundaries are typically modelled as a Dirichlet condition for velocity and a Neumann condition
for temperature. The boundary prescribes a constant uniform velocity in the direction normal to the
boundary and the temperature derivative in the same direction is zero (∂T/∂n = 0).
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Another way of defining a mass intake/outfall in the system is by using a source and/or a sink term. This
term defines a mass Q̇ [m3/s] and momentum uQ̇ [m4/s2] accumulation to a single cell. A source can
be coupled to a sink, enabling the user to model an intake/outfall facility with a standard temperature
accumulation (∆T ) for a time dependent varying temperature of the system.

Atmospheric heat flux
One of the most relevant fluxes for the system in this study is the atmospheric heat flux. This heat flux
(Qnet [W/m2]) describes the total energy transfer between the water body and the atmosphere due to
radiation, latent and sensible heat transfer. Section 2.2 elaborates on two different methods how Qnet
can be approximated. When the total heat flux Qnet is known, this will be implemented as a source term
in the energy equation and will cause a net temperature difference according to the equation below:

∂Ts
∂t

=
Qnet
ρcp∆z

(2.18)

In this equation ρ is the water density, cp is the water specific heat capacity and ∆z the layer thick-
ness where the source is applied on. For 2D depth averaged simulations the heat content Qnet will be
distributed as a source term over the complete depth (∆z = h). For three-dimensional simulations,
the majority of Qnet will be a contribution to the temperature in the top-layer of the model. However,
the short wave solar radiation term (Qsn) will be absorbed with a depth dependant exponential decay
function.

Wind shear stress
The effect of an external wind velocity on the flow domain imposes a shear force on the water surface.
This shear force and its boundary condition for velocity can be expressed by:

τw = ρaCdw|U10|2 and
∂u

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=h

=
1

ρν
τb (2.19)

Where ρa is the density of air, Cdw is the wind drag coefficient and U10 is the wind velocity 10 meter
above the water surface. The direction of the shear force can be varied over time for varying wind direc-
tions. Both the wind speed at 10 meter above land and the wind direction are continuously monitored
by KNMI weather stations spread across the Netherlands.

The wind drag coefficient is based on a formulation given by Charnock [24], where the vertical wind
velocity profile follows a logarithmic shape according to Equation 2.20. In this equation u∗ is the friction
velocity, κ is the Von Kármán constant (κ = 0.41) and z0 is the friction height.

U10

u∗
=

1

κ
ln

(
z10
z0

)
where z0 =

0.012u2∗
g

(2.20)

Using the equations stated above, the wind drag coefficient can be defined as:

Cdw =
u2∗
U2
10

(2.21)

Bed level boundary conditions
The bottom of a water body is often not a smooth surface due to the presence of plants, weeds or
sediment like rocks or cobbles. Therefore a bottom shear stress is defined according to a drag coefficient,
computed according to the Gauckler-Manning-Strickler formulation [25].

τb =
ρgu|u|
C2
db

and Cdb =
6
√
h

n
(2.22)
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In these equations, ρ is the reference water density, u is the horizontal velocity andCdb is the bottom drag
coefficient. The drag coefficient is dependant on the local water depth h and the Manning coefficient n.
The Manning coefficient can be determined based on the bed characteristics, like amount of vegetation
or sediment characteristics. Appendix B provides more information on suitable Manning coefficients.
For a depth averaged two-dimensional model, the vertical bottom and wind shear stresses (τb + τw) will
be implemented as a source term in the momentum equation. For a three-dimensional model, the shear
stress dependent boundary condition is:

∂u

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=zb

=
h

ρν
τb (2.23)

The model does not include infiltration into or thermal conduction with the bed soil, the bed of the
model is considered non-penetrable and perfectly insulated. Therefore both the velocity and temperature
deviation in the direction normal to the bed level are zero:

w|z=zb = 0 and
∂T

∂z

∣∣
z=zb

= 0 (2.24)

Vertical structures
The remaining domain boundaries enclosing the control volume are defined as vertical structures. These
can for example be the quays of a channel (e.g. concrete or steel sheet piling), hydraulic structures or
other steep (natural) boundaries of a water body. These boundaries are determined in a similar way as
the bed level boundaries. The tangential shear stress at the boundary is defined by:

τv =
ρu|u|
C2
dv

where Cdv =
6
√
h

n
(2.25)

And both the velocity and temperature deviation in the direction normal and tangential to the wall are
zero:

w|x=xv = 0 and
∂T

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=xv

= 0 (2.26)

∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=xv

=
τv
ρν

(2.27)
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2.1.4 Turbulence modelling

In many flow problems, a distinction can be made between two types of fluid flow behaviour. The first
type shows a layered flow behaviour, where the different flow layers move smooth and parallel to each
other in the same direction. This type of flow is characterised as laminar flow. Laminar flow is dominated
by viscous forces, which is the fluid’s resistance to flow, for example forces due to the friction between
the different fluid layers. The other type is turbulent flow, which shows more chaotic and disorderly
behaviour. The flow is not layered and has a lot of random fluctuations. A turbulent flow is dominated
by inertial forces, which are forces due to momentum of the fluid. If a flow has more momentum, eddies,
vortices and flow instabilities will increase.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the ratio of inertia forces to viscous forces can be expressed by the
Reynolds number. Transitional flow behaviour will start to occur for Reynolds numbers between 500
and 2000. Turbulent flow behaviour will occur for Reynolds numbers above 2000. For modelling within
these flow regimes, a certain amount of turbulent dissipation of energy has to be taken into account
in the model. Direct modelling of the disorderly behaviour of the flow requires such a small grid size
and time step that this is done scarcely due to limited computing power. In turbulence modelling, the
turbulent motions are most often described by a time-averaging model where the motions are predicted
by decomposing the flow properties in a steady mean value and a fluctuating component: u(t) = u +
u′(t) [26].

In order to account for the turbulent energy in the momentum equations, the viscosity term is comple-
mented by a turbulent or eddy viscosity (νt). For a typical shallow water flow turbulent viscosity is
an-isotropic. The horizontal eddy viscosity is not the same magnitude as the vertical eddy viscosity
(νt(h) >> νt(v)). Therefore, different turbulent models are used for these two components, where a
distinction is being made between horizontal and vertical eddy viscosity. The total viscosity (including
molecular viscosity) is modelled as a superposition of three parts according to Equation 2.28. When a
turbulence model is used, the viscosity term ν in the momentum equations becomes spatially variable
and is therefore placed inside the derivative term.

νh = νsgs + νv and νv = νmol + νt(v) (2.28)

In this formulation, νsgs is the sub-grid scale horizontal turbulence as computed by the Smagorinsky
model and νt(v) is the vertical eddy viscosity, as computed by the k − ε model. For two-dimensional
models, νv can not be determined by a turbulence model, but can be taken into account by a user defined
background viscosity to account for vertical processes influencing the horizontal eddy viscosity. Fur-
thermore, νmol is the molecular kinematic viscosity. The diffusivity in the energy equation for turbulent
models is implemented in a similar way. The eddy diffusivity (Dt) is directly related to the eddy viscos-
ity according to the turbulent Schmidt number for transport of temperature, where a value of Sct = 0.7
[−] is used [20] .

D = Dmol +Dt and Dt =
νt
Sct

(2.29)

Smagorinsky LES model

The horizontal sub-grid scale eddy viscosity term νsgs is the contribution due to the Smagorinsky sub-
grid scale turbulence model (Equation 2.30). This model uses large eddy simulations where the large,
horizontal eddies are directly modelled and the remaining eddies, which are smaller than the grid scale
(sub-grid) are estimated using the eddy viscosity, which mimics the breakdown process of turbulent
kinetic energy. The Smagorinsky model is a fairly simple, but robust subgrid scale model first proposed
by J. Smagorinsky in 1963 [27]. The arbitrary constant Cs is, in practice, calibrated between 0.1 and
0.2 [28].
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νsgs =
(
CS
√

∆xjwuj

)2√
2
∂u2n
∂n

+

(
∂un
∂t

+
∂ut
∂n

)2

+ 2
∂u2t
∂t

∣∣∣∣∣∣
j

(2.30)

K-ε model (ν3D)

The vertical eddy viscosity is determined by the commonly used, more elaborate k − ε model. This
model solves the transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy k and energy dissipation ε as given
in Equations 2.31 and 2.32. The model is implemented according to the implementation described by
Rodi in 1984 [29]. Below an overview is given for the implementation in Delft 3D FM. A more detailed
description can be found in source [29] or [20].

∂k

∂t
+ u

∂k

∂x
+ v

∂k

∂y
+ ω

∂k

∂z
=

∂

∂z

(
ν3D
σk

∂k

∂z

)
+ Pk +Bk − ε (2.31)

∂ε

∂t
+ u

∂ε

∂x
+ v

∂ε

∂y
+ ω

∂ε

∂z
=

∂

∂z

(
ν3D
σε

∂ε

∂z

)
+ Pε +Bε − c2ε

ε2

k
(2.32)

With production terms defined by the following relations:

Table 2.1: Production terms for the k − ε relations

Pk = ν3D
( (

∂u
∂z

)2
+
(
∂v
∂z

)2 )
Bk = g ν3Dρσρ

∂ρ
∂z

Pε = c1ε
ε
kPk Bε = c1ε

ε
k (1− c3ε)Bk

And the calibration constants as stated by Rodi [29]:

c1ε = 1.44
c2ε = 1.92

c3ε =

{
0.0 if Bk > 0 (unstable stratification)
1.0 if Bk < 0 (stable stratification)

σk = 1.0
σk = 1.3
cµ = 0.09

(2.33)

Using the equations stated above, the mixing length can be determined for k and ε:

L = cD
k
√
k

ε
(2.34)

Leading to the formula for turbulent viscosity ν3D:

ν3D = c′µL
√
k = cµ

k2

ε with cµ = cDc
′
µ (2.35)
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2.2 Heat transfer at the air-water interface

In order to accurately model the net heat flux Qnet as introduced in Section 2.1.3 (Equation 2.18), a
heat balance at the air-water interface has to be determined. The heat balance consists of radiation
terms, convective heat transfer and latent heat transfer. Figure 2.2 shows the components that lead to the
spatially and temporal dependent net total heat transfer at the air-water interface.

Figure 2.2: Schematic image for an energy balance at the air-water interface [17].

In general the energy balance at the air-water interface can be described as [30]:

Qnet = Qsn +Qan −Qbr −Qlat −Qsen (2.36)

Where:
Qsn = Net solar radiation (short wave radiation)
Qan = Net atmospheric radiation (long wave radiation)
Qbr = Back radiation by water (long wave radiation)
Qlat = Heat flux due to evaporation (latent heat)
Qsen = Heat flux due to convection (sensible heat)

This section provides a formulation of the separate components of Qnet, according to Equation 2.36.
There are two different model implementations to calculate Qnet. A full heat transfer model (composite
heat flux model), described in Section 2.2.1, is the most complete approach and requires hourly input
for solar radiation, air temperature, cloudiness, wind velocities, humidity and air pressure. The second
implementation (excess temperature model), described in Section 2.2.2, neglects diurnal (day and night)
and seasonal variations and is based on a prescribed reference temperature. The model uses an excess
heat transfer coefficient to calculate the net heat flux. Input for this model is limited to wind velocity
and the reference temperature.
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2.2.1 The composite heat flux model

Solar radiation

Short wave solar radiation, also known as direct solar radiation, is radiation emitted by the sun that
directly reaches the water surface without interruption from e.g. clouds. The short wave radiation mostly
has wavelengths in the visible spectrum and partly in the near-ultraviolet and near-infrared spectrum.
99% of the solar radiation has a wavelength between 200 and 3000 nanometer [31]. The short wave
solar radiation can either be acquired by direct measurements or by empirical formulae. This study
is focused on water bodies in the Netherlands, direct measurements of solar radiation can be retrieved
from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) measurement stations across the country.
These stations are typically equipped with a pyranometer device, which measures the solar radiation in
the spectrum between roughly 300− 2800 nanometer [31].

Part of the short wave radiation is not absorbed by the water, but reflected or scattered. Therefore the net
solar radiation is the initial or measured solar radiation (Qso), reduced by the amount of reflected solar
radiation (Qsr). The amount of reflection can be defined by using the Albedo (reflection) coefficient (α).

Qsn = Qso −Qsr = (1− α)Qso (2.37)

Not all solar radiation is absorbed at the water surface, part of the radiation will penetrate to deeper water
(up to 30 [m], dependent on the water clarity). The Secchi disk is a simple indicative tool to determine
the maximum depth (hs) of solar radiation transmission. In the model, Qsn will be distributed with
exponential decay according to the Secchi depth, where the majority of the energy is absorbed in close
proximity to the water surface. Appendix B provides more information on how to determine a suitable
Secchi depth parameter.

Atmospheric radiation

Long wave atmospheric radiation is also known as diffuse solar radiation. This contains radiation that is
reflected by clouds (water vapour) and other gases in the Earth’s atmosphere. A way to calculate the net
atmospheric radiation Qan was formulated by Hurley [32] as:

Qan = (1− r)εσT
4
af(Fc) (2.38)

Where r is the reflection coefficient (r = 0.03 is suggested by Hurley), ε is the emissivity factor of the
atmosphere (dependant on vapour pressure and air temperature), σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant
for radiation from a black body (5.67 · 10−8 [W ·m−2K−4]), Ta [◦K] is the air temperature and f(Fc)
is a factoring function for the fraction of the sky covered by clouds (0 < Fc < 1):

f(Fc) = 1.0 + 0.17F 2
c (2.39)
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Back radiation by the water

The water body itself also radiates a certain amount of energy which can be modelled as a negative heat
flux. This heat loss is described by Stefan-Boltzmann’s law of black body radiation, which describes the
amount of radiation emitted by a surface area per time unit:

Qbr = εσT
4
s (2.40)

As water behaves as a near black body radiator for infrared radiation, heat radiation is very efficient and
an emissivity factor of ε = 0.97 is commonly used ([32][33]). Ts is the water surface temperature in
degrees Kelvin.

Latent heat flux

The latent heat flux is an energy flux due to the phase transition of water. This can be due to evaporation
or condensation of water at the air-water interface. When evaporation occurs, heat will be withdrawn
from the water, while condensation requires heat. The latent heat flux is dependent on meteorological
properties and is split up in latent heat due to forced and free convection (Equation 2.41). Latent heat
due to forced convection, which is driven by the wind velocity is the predominant term (Equation 2.42).
To account for the free convection term, which is predominant for low wind velocities, a formulation
developed by Ryan et al. [34] is used (Equation 2.43).

Qlat = Qlat,forced +Qlat,free (2.41)

Qlat,forced = Lvρa10CdwU10(qs − qa) (2.42)

Qlat,free = kfr.convLvρa(qs − qa) (2.43)

Where:

• Lv [J/kg] is the latent heat of vaporisation, characterised by a function dependable on the water
surface temperature [32] (Lv = 2454 [kJ/kg] for 20 [◦C]).

• qs and qa [-] are the specific humidity of saturated and ambient air.

• kfr.conv [W/m2K] is the free convective heat transfer coefficient.

• ρa [kg/m3] is the average air density of air at the air-water interface and ten meters above the
water level ((ρa0 + ρa10)/2).

Calculated according to the formulas specified in Table 2.2:

Table 2.2: Additional formulas for the latent and sensible heat flux

Lv = (2500− 2.3Ts) · 103 kfr.conv = 0.14
(3.265·10−5g

ρa
(ρa0 − ρa10)

)1/3
qs = 0.62es

Patm−0.38es qa = 0.62ea
Patm−0.38ea

es = 10
0.7859+0.03477Ts
1.0+0.00412Ts ea = rhum10

0.7859+0.03447Ta
1.0+0.00412Ta

ρa0 = 0.348(Patm−es+0.624es)
Ts+273.15 ρa10 = 0.348(Patm−es+0.624es)

Tair+273.15
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Sensible heat flux

The sensible heat flux term accounts for heat transfer between the water surface and the air, induced by
the temperature difference between these. The sensible heat flux is determined in a similar way as the
latent heat flux, consisting of two terms due to forced and free convection (Equation 2.44). Since the
air temperature varies a lot throughout the day, this heat flux can either be positive (generally during the
day, when the air is heated by the sun) or negative (generally during nights, when the air is colder). The
sensible heat flux is also predominantly influenced by forced convection due to the wind velocity. For
low wind velocities, the free convective term is predominant. This term is also modelled according to
the formulation by Ryan et al. [34].

Qsen = Qsen,forced +Qsen,free (2.44)

Qsen,forced = ρacpaCdwU10 (Ts − Ta) (2.45)

Qsen,free = kfr.convρacpa (Ts − Ta) (2.46)

2.2.2 The excess temperature model

Another method to determine the heat transfer at the air-water interface is the excess temperature model.
This model excludes diurnal (day and night) and seasonal variations in water temperature and is based
on the assumption that a water body initially resides in a thermal equilibrium. Influenced by a thermal
deviation (thermal discharge), the water body will always return to this initial thermal equilibrium over
time. The implementation of this method is based on the literature survey by Sweers [33]. The net heat
transfer is a function of the temperature deviation from the thermal equilibrium temperature (Tback−Ts)
and the heat exchange coefficient λ:

Qnet = λ(Tback − Ts) (2.47)

The heat exchange coefficient can be derived from the components in Equation 2.36 according to Equa-
tion 2.48. Since the surface temperature derivative of the equations for solar and atmospheric radiation
(Qsn and Qan) are zero, the heat exchange coefficient is not dependent on these terms.

λ =
∂Qnet
∂Ts

=

(
∂Qbr

∂Ts
+
∂Qlat

∂Ts
+
∂Qsen

∂Ts

)
(2.48)

Derivation of Equations 2.40, 2.41 and 2.44 according to the terms on the right hand side in Equa-
tion 2.48 leads to a formulation for the excess heat transfer coefficient only dependent on the water
surface temperature and the wind velocity as defined by Sweers [33]:

λ = (4.48 + 0.049Ts) + f(U10) ·
(
1.12 + 0.0180Ts + 0.00158T 2

s

)
(2.49)

The empirical wind speed function for over-land measurements is defined as:

f(U10) = 4.4 + 1.82U10 (2.50)

This less complex heat transfer model can be used in for example system design and dimensioning
studies. Reducing the variability of the heat transfer model can reduce the simulation period from
multiple weeks or months to a couple of days and provides a method to determine system functionality
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and effects of a worst case scenario based on a period with low wind velocities. A method to determine
the excess heat transfer coefficient for a worst case scenario is explained in Appendix B. Figure 2.3 shows
the varying excess heat transfer coefficient λ as a function of water temperature and wind velocity.

Figure 2.3: Excess heat transfer coefficient as a function of water temperature and wind velocity [33].
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2.3 Analytical one-dimensional model

A basic analytical approach to calculate the water temperature under influence of a thermal discharge
can be based on applying Newton’s law of cooling (Q = λA∆T ) on the first law of thermodynamics
(dU/dt = Q) and was described by Wemelsfelder in 1968 [35]. The linearised model is used to calculate
the dissipation of the influence of a thermal discharge on a water body that remains in an equilibrium
state as described in the excess temperature model in the previous chapter. The model assumes a fully
mixed open channel flow where no gradient occurs in both the depth and width of the channel and is
therefore one-dimensional. A schematic representation of the model is given in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the one-dimensional model.

When the internal energy is evaluated as dU = ṁρcp = hAρcp, the laws specified above can be
described in the following ordinary differential equation:

(hρcp)
dT

dt
= λ(Tback − Ts) (2.51)

Where Ts [◦C] is the current water temperature, Tback [◦C] is the equilibrium/reference water tempera-
ture and h [m] is the water depth. The solution for the equation above is shown in Equation 2.52. When
the time is expressed in the distance the fluid travels over time, a substitution of t = x/u can be applied.

Ts = Tback − (∆Ts)0 · exp

(
− λ · t

h · ρ · cp

)
= Tback − (∆Ts)0 · exp

(
− λ · x
u · h · ρ · cp

)
(2.52)

For an arbitrary domain with an initial temperature deviation (∆Ts)0 and averaged flow velocity u this
can result in a first system performance indication according to Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Results of the one-dimensional analytical model for an arbitrary domain and heat transfer
coefficient.
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2.4 Software description

The selected software application that has been utilised for this project is the hydrodynamic module D-
Flow Flexible Mesh (D-Flow FM), which is part of the Delft 3D FM modelling suite (version: Delft3D
FM Suite 2020.02 (HMWQ 1.6.1.47098)), developed by Deltares in the Netherlands. The software
solves the two-dimensional depth-averaged or three-dimensional shallow water equations, as given in
Section 2.1.1, in order to model the temperature and flow in a free surface water body over a transient
period up to multiple years. The software has proven to be a valuable method to determine the influ-
ence of a intake and thermal discharge system under influence of varying atmospheric conditions in the
context of cooling and/or process water from power plants [36] or desalination plants [37].

Spatial discretization of the equations is performed with a cell-centred finite volume numerical scheme
in a staggered manner. Velocity components are defined at the cell faces. Other components in the
cell centers. An unstructured triangular or curvilinear/rectangular grid is used. Grid stability should
be achieved by limiting orthogonality (the cosine of the angle between the cell centre and connecting
cell edge) and smoothness (limiting the ratio of two adjacent cells areas) of the grid. Three-dimensional
grids are generated by dividing a two-dimensional grid into layers [38]. The unstructured mesh approach
allows the modelling of water bodies with complex geometries.

Time integration of the equations is done using a combined implicit and explicit scheme, where the
advection terms are treated explicitly. In order to avoid numerical instability and improve simulation
accuracy, the simulation time step is dynamically limited by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condi-
tion, which forces the volume of a fluid travelling through a mesh element in one time step, will never
be larger than the volume of this mesh element (Equation 2.53). The CFL condition is limited at 0.7
throughout this project.

CFL = ∆t

( n∑
i=1

ui
∆xi

)
≤ 0.7 (2.53)

Additional literature regarding the software fundamentals and practical use of the software can be found
in the user manual [20] and technical reference manual [38].
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3 Base case scenario and modelling framework

In order to determine and assess software functionalities and establish a functional model for case stud-
ies, a geometric simple, base case scenario was drafted. This chapter describes four different modelling
approaches that differ in their assumptions, complexity and computational effort. The different models
can serve for different engineering purposes (for example, a feasibility study and a design study may
require different modelling approaches).

The first section of this chapter will describe the system characteristics of the base case scenario, fol-
lowed by the four different modelling approaches. The first approach is the analytical approach as de-
scribed in Section 2.3. The second approach is a two-dimensional model under influence of the excess
temperature model. The third approach is a two-dimensional model under influence of the composite
heat flux model and finally, the most complex approach is a quasi three-dimensional model, using the
excess temperature model. Finally a brief overview is given of the different modelling approaches and
their possible applications.

3.1 Description of the base case scenario

The base case scenario represents a fictional, initially stagnant water body with an energy capturing
system with a nominal thermal power of roughly 1450 [kW ]. The domain is depicted in Figure 3.1,
showing the two-dimensional top view of the water body. The control volume has arbitrary dimensions
of 350 · 100 [m] (x · y) and a depth of z = 1 [m]. The system extracts a volume flux of 250 [m3/h]
at the intake position and by means of a heat exchanger the temperature is reduced by −5 ◦C. After
withdrawal of energy in the heat exchanger, the volume is transported to the outfall or discharge location
by means of a pipeline trace. Either the excess temperature model or the composite heat flux model as
provided in Chapter 2 will provide a heat flux in terms of Qnet to compensate for the energy extracted.

(a) Top view of the surface water body

(b) Cross section A-A

Figure 3.1: Schematic top view representation of a base case simulation scenario, representing a fic-
tional, rectangular water body with a thermal energy extraction system designed at a nominal flow rate
of 250 [m3/h].
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Dimensionless characteristics

In order to evaluate the characteristics of this system, the dimensionless numbers as defined in Chapter 2
are evaluated in Table 3.1 for the flow domain at 20 ◦C (ν = 1 · 10−6 [m2/s] and ρ = 998 [kg/m3]). In
case the flow is fully distributed over both the width and the depth of the water body, the flow behaviour
will be transitional from laminar to turbulent. However, for local flow velocities above 2.04e-3 [m/s],
the flow will behave turbulent. Since the outfall facility velocity is designed at 0.3 [m/s] and the flow
will not be uniform distributed at all times, turbulent flow will likely occur in the model. For a fully
distributed flow, the Rossby number shows to be fairly low. Therefore the Coriolis source term will not
be neglected for this system. Since temperature variations are limited to only the summer season, Péclet
is assumed to be proportional to the Reynolds number (limited variation of Prandtl).

Table 3.1: Dimensionless numbers for the base case scenario system.

Channel v∞ [m] L = A/P [m] Re [−] Ro [−] θ [−] φ [−]

Uniform distributed 6.94e-4 0.98 680 4.95 100 350
Re = 2000 2.04e-3 0.98 2000 14.56 - -
Discharge location 0.3 0.98 294000 2140 - -
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3.2 One-dimensional analytical and numerical approach for the base case

The most elementary and least time intensive modelling method is the one-dimensional analytical ap-
proach as described in Section 2.3. This section provides a functional description on how this method
can be applied on the base case scenario. The model can provide a quick estimation of the thermal im-
pact of an energy extracting system. Required input for this model according to Equation 2.52 concerns:
an excess heat transfer coefficient, domain length and depth, averaged flow velocities and values for
the fluid density and specific heat capacity. The most important simplifications or assumptions for this
modelling approach are:

• The thermal discharge is uniform distributed over both the width and depth of the water body at
all times.

• Daily temperature variations in the water body are neglected. The model assumes the water body
to be in a thermal equilibrium state, which it will always return to according to the excess temper-
ature model.

The parameters that are used for the analytical approach of the base case scenario are given in Table
3.2. In this table, the excess heat transfer coefficient λ is defined according to Equation 2.49. A suitable
wind velocity in this equation can be determined by the NEN5060:2018 norm [39]. This norm contains
climatic reference data for a typical year in the Netherlands. Appendix B provides monthly averaged
wind velocities according to NEN5060:2018. For the given base case scenario, the lowest monthly
averaged wind velocity will be used (registered in July, U10 = 2.75 [m/s]). For a water temperature
between 15 and 20 ◦C, this will result in an excess heat transfer coefficient between 21.63 and 25.32
[W/m2K].

Table 3.2: Definition of parameters for the analytical approach.

Te [◦C] (∆Ts)0 [◦C] u [m/s] h [m] λ [W/kgK] ρ [kg/m3] Cp [J/kgK]

20 −5 6.94 · 10−4 1 22.56 998 4180

Equation 2.52 provides the analytical solution to the base case scenario for the given parameters:

Ts = 20− 5 · exp

(
− 22.56 · x

6.94 · 10−4 · 1 · 998 · 4.18

)
(3.1)

Figure 3.2 shows the solution for Equation 3.1, plotted over the distance x. Additionally, a comparison
between the analytical model and the numerical model in Delft3D FM under the same assumptions is
also given in order to compare the implementation of the excess temperature model in the software.
The numerical model is defined by an uniform distributed inflow boundary condition describing u =
6.94 · 10−4 [m/s] at T = 15 ◦C at x = 0 [m] and an uniform distributed outflow boundary condition
describing the same velocity at x = 350 [m].

Figure 3.3 shows a visual representation of the solution obtained by the numerical model. The temper-
ature at 300 [m] for analytical and numerical approach is respectively 19.52 and 19.53 ◦C. This small
deviation, which can also be noticed at other intervals in Figure 3.2, can be explained by the variable,
temperature dependent excess heat transfer coefficient used in the numerical approach and constant ex-
cess heat transfer coefficient in the analytical approach. Comparison between the two models shows
a similar implementation of the excess temperature model in the software and the analytical model.
Quantification of the performance of the numerical model compared to the analytical reference solution
is done by means of the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which is defined according to Equation 3.2
and gives a RMSE value of 0.03 ◦C.
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RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(Modelledi −Referencei)2 (3.2)

Figure 3.2: Development of the water body temperature over distance x (length of the domain) for the
one-dimensional analytical and numerical approach.

Figure 3.3: Visual representation of the one dimensional numerical model under the assumptions made
in the analytical model (x = 0: inflow boundary, x = 350: outflow boundary. Both an uniform flow
distribution over the width.)
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3.3 Two-dimensional excess temperature model approach for the base
case

Reducing the assumption of uniform distribution over the width of the domain gives a more complex,
two-dimensional depth averaged modelling approach that can be modelled using the Delft 3D FM soft-
ware. This approach offers options for modelling more complex geometries, multiple energy extracting
systems (system interference studies) and background flow. The following simplifications/assumptions
apply for this approach:

• The thermal discharge is uniform distributed over the depth of the water body at all times.

• Daily temperature variations in the water body are neglected. The model assumes the water body
to be in a thermal equilibrium state, which it will always return to according to the excess temper-
ature model.

The defined base case system is represented by a time dependant model with a time interval of ten
full days. The first seven days will be a constant operational state, where the domain will eventually
reach a new equilibrium. The remaining three days serve as a cooling down period, where the control
volume gradually warms up towards the reference temperature of 20 ◦C (Tback). The most relevant
model parameters are given below:

Mesh resolution: Rectangular, 1 · 1.25 [m] (28.000 uniform elements)
Simulation period: 10 days (7 days active discharge, 3 days no discharge)
Simulation time step: Maximum: 30 [s], Average: 29.9 [s]
Manning coefficient: 0.033 [−]
Hor. background eddy viscosity: 0.001 [m2/s]
Intake/outfall represented by: 3 [m2], (Dirichlet/Neumann) boundary conditions

A visual representation of the grid used for this model is given in Figure 3.4. Section 4.1 shows this
specific mesh will reach numerical convergence under the given flow conditions.

Figure 3.4: Visualisation of the rectangular grid with uniform elements of 1 · 1.25 [m]. Left: a zoomed
area around the inflow boundary (dimensions: 25 · 20 [m]).

Results for this modelling approach are shown in the figures below. Figures 3.5a-c show the evolution
of the temperature profile over time. Figure 3.6 shows the temperature evolution over time for the
three locations indicated in Figure 3.5. After 7 days of active thermal energy extraction, a new system
equilibrium can be observed. At this point in time an intake temperature of 19.14 ◦C is observed. This is
0.39 ◦C lower than observed with the analytical model as a result of a non-uniform flow over the width.
Figure 3.5f shows the velocity magnitude field after 7 days of active discharge. The velocity is observed
to be less than 0.01 [m/s] in most of the domain and shows a similar pattern as the temperature field.
Appendix C shows the velocity field converges to an equilibrium in less than a day. Furthermore, it can
be observed in Figure 3.6 that the system returns to the initial situation in a rather short time period when
the system is turned off.
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(a) Temperature field after 1 day (b) Velocity field after 1 day

(c) Temperature field after 2 days (d) Velocity field after 2 days

(e) Temperature field after 7 days (f) Velocity field after 7 days

Figure 3.5: Visual representation of the temperature and velocity in the domain during 7 days of active
extraction and discharge at a rate of 250 [m3/h].

Lorem Ipsum

Figure 3.6: Temperature plot over time at the intake, outfall and middle (x=150, y=50) of the domain.
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3.4 Two-dimensional composite heat flux model approach for the base
case

A more complex model is obtained by using the composite heat flux model, which includes hourly
meteorological variations in the water body. This results in the ability to model longer time scales
(e.g. seasonally or annually), which can for example be used to achieve a quantitative estimation of
the amount of energy that can be extracted over a longer time period. Another application of this heat
flux model are predictions on system performance under specific weather conditions (e.g. a cold/windy
winter week or warm/windless summer week.)

For the approach in this section, the modelling method is equal to the model described in the section
above. However three adjustments are made that are implemented under the following details:

• A coupled intake-outfall is now applied to represent the system. This in not a Dirichlet/Neumann
boundary condition but a source/sink term as described in Chapter 2. The outfall temperature
is defined as: Toutfall = Tintake − 5 [◦C]. Energy extraction will only take place if the intake
water temperature exceeds 17 ◦C. The volume flux between intake and outfall is 0 [m3/h] in case
Tw < 17 ◦C.

• The atmospheric heat flux term Qnet is not governed by the excess temperature model, but by the
composite heat flux model, which includes hourly variations based on meteorological data. The
system temperature will behave dynamically. Weather data with hourly intervals is used as input.
The input data contains air temperature, humidity, solar radiation, wind direction and velocity and
air pressure. The data is obtained from the NEN5060:2018 norm [39], which contains climate
data for a reference year in the Netherlands. The data used in this study is shown in Appendix B.

• The simulation period is increased from 10 days to multiple months (8 months). The modelled
period is between March 15 and November 1. Outside of this period, the water temperature will
not exceed 17 ◦C.

At first, a natural state simulation was performed to determine the water temperature without influence
of an active system. A second simulation was performed for the system in production state under the
conditions of energy extraction only occurring when the intake temperature is above 17 ◦C (at a flow
rate of 250 [m3/h] and ∆T of -5 ◦C).

Figure 3.7 shows the local temperature at the intake and outfall for the natural- and production state
simulation. The intervals where the system is not active, are displayed by colored boxes (during these
intervals the temperature at the outfall is below 17 ◦C). The results show the system to be operational
for 1821 full load hours of the year. The total energy capture for the reference climate year according to
the model will than amount:

Eannual = hours · ṁ · ρ · cp ·∆T = 1640.8 [MWhth] = 5907 [GJ ] (3.3)

The daily averaged natural state water temperature and the air temperature are compared in Figure 3.8.
It can be seen that the air temperature fluctuations correspond with the natural state water temperature
fluctuations (with a delay) as is expected. A further validation of the natural state model is provided in
Chapter 5. Figure 3.9 shows the net temperature deviation of the intake and outfall position compared
to the natural state results. It can observed that interference (intake of water below the natural state
temperature) occurs regularly, however the temperature deviation at the intake is generally limited to 1.5
◦C. Furthermore, Figure 3.10 shows the spatially varying temperature of the domain at four different
times throughout the modelled period.
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Figure 3.7: Temperature profile for the natural state simulation and the production state simulation
(intake and outfall position). The colored boxes refer to intervals where the system is not active (intake
occurs only when water temperature is above 17 ◦C).

Figure 3.8: Comparison of the air temperature according the NEN5060:2018 and the water temperature
modelled by the natural state model.

Figure 3.9: Temperature deviation between the natural state and production state simulation at the intake
and outfall position. For the intervals colored blue, the system is not active.
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(a) Temperature profile at 11-May 16:00 (b) Temperature profile at 2-Jun 16:00

(c) Temperature profile at 27-August 08:00 (d) Temperature profile at 30-Sept 00:00

Figure 3.10: Visual representation of the temperature at different time steps throughout the modelled
period (varying color scales). Velocity fields are similar as observed in Section 3.3.

The results from the natural state and production state model also provide an hourly heat flux output
(Qnet). This data can be used to analyze the excess heat transfer coefficient as defined in Equation 2.48.
For the excess temperature model, the excess heat transfer coefficient is defined under the assumption
of an equilibrium water temperature, constant wind velocity and no deviation between air temperature
and water temperature. For a system under dynamic meteorologic conditions, an average of the hourly
varying excess heat transfer coefficient can be acquired according to:

λ =
∂Qnet
∂Ts

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

Qnet(NS)i −Qnet(PS)i
Ts(NS)i − Ts(PS)i

(3.4)

Where NS and PS are respectively the results from the natural state and production state simulation.
This results in an average excess heat transfer coefficient of 24.34 [W/m2K] at the intake position and
20.07 [W/m2K] for the outfall position between April 24 and October 1. Figure 3.11 shows the weekly
averaged heat transfer coefficient for the simulation described in this section.

Figure 3.11: Weekly averaged excess heat transfer coefficient for the base case scenario between April
24 and October 1.
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3.5 Quasi three-dimensional model approach for the base case

In this section, a quasi three-dimensional model approach for the base case is described. This approach
can either be performed for a composite heat flux model or an excess temperature model. In this section
the excess temperature model has been used to demonstrate the approach. Quasi three-dimensional
models require a more extensive amount of computational power compared to two-dimensional models,
therefore an approach with the composite heat flux model can cause excessive computation times if the
modelled period is extensive.

The most important modelling changes in respect to the two-dimensional model in Section 3.3 are:

• The two-dimensional model has been divided in ten grid layers of equal depth in the z-direction
(0.10 [m] per layer)

• Heat transfer now only occurs at the top grid layer (surface layer)

• The background eddy viscosity is reduced to zero, since this effect is accounted for by the vertical
k − ε turbulence model

• The components in the z-direction will now also have effect on the flow behaviour. However it
should be noted that the z-momentum equation is reduced to hydro-static pressure as discussed in
Chapter 2 (Equation 2.6)

• The inflow and outflow boundaries are defined similar to the two-dimensional model, distributed
over the full depth, defined by a Dirichlet/Neumann boundary condition

Results for the base case scenario are given in the figures below. Figures 3.12 to 3.14 present temperature
profiles after 7 days of active discharge for different cross sections (xy, xz and yz-plane) of the model.
Temperature profiles after 1 day of active discharge are presented in Appendix C. Figure 3.15 shows the
temperature variations along the depth at intake, outfall and at x = 150, y = 50. It can be noticed that a
clear temperature distribution over the depth occurs in the first 50 meters along the y-axis of the domain,
this vertical gradient reduces along the length of the domain. At the intake point (at x = 300 [m]) the
temperature at the top layer of the model is 19.12 ◦C and at the bottom layer 18.73 ◦C. This value is
similar to the value obtained by the two-dimensional model in Section 3.3 (19.13 ◦C). However, it can
be observed that the temperature profiles are different than observed in the 2D model (Figure 3.5e). The
thermal discharge is more evenly distributed over the width of the domain and a gradient occurs in the
vertical direction.

Figures 3.16 to 3.18 show the velocity profiles at the same cross sections (xy, xz and yz-plane). It can
be observed that the top layers show a negative x-velocity and the discharged fluid is mainly transported
via the bottom layers of the model. A possible explanation for this shear flow is entertainment of fluid
in the top layers close to the discharge location.
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(a) z = −0.95 [m] (b) z = −0.75 [m]

(c) z = −0.45 [m] (d) z = −0.15 [m]

Figure 3.12: xy-plots (top view) for the temperature profile after 7 days of active discharge at -0.95,
-0.75, -0.45 and -0.15 [m] from the surface.

(a) Temperature profile at y = 50 m

(b) Temperature profile at y = 75 m

Figure 3.13: xz-plots for the temperature profile at x = 50 and x = 75 [m].

(a) Temperature profile at x = 25 [m] (b) Temperature profile at x = 150 [m]

Figure 3.14: xz-plots for the temperature profile at y = 50 and y = 75 [m].

Figure 3.15: Temperature profile over the depth at the intake, outfall and at x = 150, y = 50.
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(a) z = -0.95 [m] (b) z = -0.75 [m]

(c) z = -0.45 [m] (d) z = -0.15 [m]

Figure 3.16: xy-plots for the velocity profile after 7 days of active discharge at -0.95, -0.75, -0.45 and
-0.15 [m] from the surface.

(a) x-velocity profile at y = 50 [m]

(b) x-velocity profile at y = 75 [m]

Figure 3.17: xz-plots for the x-velocity (u) profile at x = 50 and x = 75 [m].

(a) x-velocity profile at x = 25 [m] (b) x-velocity profile at x = 150 [m]

Figure 3.18: yz-plots for the x-velocity (u) profile at y = 50 and y = 75 [m].
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3.6 Summary of the modelling framework

This chapter described four different methods in order to model the effect of thermal energy capture from
surface water. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the purpose of these different methods
can be found in the different commercial applications of the model, which demand different modelling
approaches. An early stage feasibility study for example, might not require a similar modelling approach
as a detailed system design study. In the framed box below, a summary of the different modelling
approaches and examples of their possible applications is provided. It should be noted this is only an
illustrative list and specific applications and projects might require different approaches, dependent on
the choices of the designer, customers demand or legislative requirements.

1D Analytical model:

Characteristics:

• Quick one-dimensional analytical estimation on performance of one thermal energy captur-
ing system.

Proposed/possible applications:

• Quick-scans
• Feasibility studies

2D Excess temperature model:

Characteristics:

• Least complex and computationally expensive numerical approach for two-dimensional mod-
elling of one or multiple systems.

Proposed/possible applications:

• Feasibility studies
• Permitting application studies
• System- or parametric design studies
• Interference studies

2D Composite heat flux model:

Characteristics:

• Two-dimensional numerical approach including detailed, hourly meteorological conditions.

Proposed/possible applications:

• System design studies
• Annual or seasonal system performance studies (e.g. determination of the annual thermal

potential/operational hours of a system)
• Modelling of specific weather conditions.

Quasi 3D model (excess temperature or composite heat flux):

Characteristics:

• Quasi three-dimensional approach for either the excess temperature model or the composite
heat flux model. This approach uses vertical layered modelling, enabling the modelling of
vertical temperature variations. This is approach is computationally expensive

Proposed/possible applications:

• System design studies or permitting application studies (for water bodies where a vertical
gradient is expected)
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4 Sensitivity study

This chapter presents a sensitivity study that has been performed on four influential modelling parame-
ters of the base case scenario in Chapter 3. This was done in order to be able to individually analyze a
modelling approach or assumption of interest and its sensitivity to the model results. The results provide
insight in the grid convergence, the effect of modelling the discharge facility and the two-dimensional
horizontal (background) turbulence. Finally, a method is presented to estimate the influence of varying
model depths with a vertical two-dimensional simulation.

4.1 Mesh convergence

When a numerical model is used in the process of designing a system, the mesh resolution is a con-
tinuous trade-off between accuracy and computational time consumption. In order to provide insight
in the convergence of results for different computational grids, a mesh convergence study is presented
in this section. The comparison was made between six different computational grids, of which three
had rectangular and three had triangular element types. All grid elements have an uniform distribution
over the domain. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the study was carried out on the two-dimensional base
case scenario. The different results presented in this section, only vary in their computational grid. The
different grid characteristics are described in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Different grid characteristic for the mesh convergence study.

Element type Element dimensions Amount of elements Average time step
(a) Rectangular x · y: 4 · 3 [m] 2 990 30.00 [s]
(b) Triangular Edge length: 1.5 [m] 18 450 27.53 [s]
(c) Rectangular x · y: 1.25 · 1 [m] 28 000 29.91 [s]
(d) Triangular Edge length: 1 [m] 41 750 18.65 [s]
(e) Rectangular x · y: 0.75 · 0.5 [m] 94 100 19.86 [s]
(f) Triangular Edge length: 0.5 [m] 166 114 9.25 [s]

The average time step is determined by the CFL condition (Equation 2.53) and is a relevant indicator for
the computational time of the grid. This time step is always limited at maximum 30 seconds as indicated
in the base case scenario. The temperature profiles for the different models are shown in Figure 4.1 after
7 days of active discharge. Evolution of the temperature profile over time and the velocity profile are
comparable to the figures presented in Section 3.3 and are therefore not included in this section. It can be
observed that mesh convergence for rectangular elements is obtained rather easily. For the unstructured,
triangular mesh more numerical diffusion occurs. A visualisation of both the rectangular and triangular
mesh in an area of 25 · 20 [m] around the outfall location is given in Figure 4.2 and provides more
insight into the origin of this numerical diffusion. It can be observed that the unstructured character
of the triangular grid around the outfall could cause numerical diffusion. Nevertheless, it should be
mentioned that a triangular mesh is a more accessible method for modelling more complex water body
geometries, which is one of the main goals of this project. However, these results suggest it is not the
most numerically stable mesh method for a detailed approximation of the flow close to the outfall.
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(a) Rectangular elements, 4 · 3 [m] (b) Triangular elements, edge length: 1.5 [m]

(c) Rectangular elements, 1.25 · 1 [m] (d) Triangular elements, edge length: 1 [m]

(e) Rectangular elements, 0.75 · 0.5 [m] (f) Triangular elements, edge length: 0.5 [m]

Figure 4.1: Grid refinement study, visualisation of the results.

(a) Rectangular (1.25x 1 [m]) (b) Triangular (edge length 1 [m])

Figure 4.2: Visualisation of the rectangular and triangular grid in close vicinity (20 x 25 [m]) to the
outfall location, corresponding with the zoomed image in Figure 3.4. The discharge boundary condition
is depicted by the blue line.
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4.2 Modelling the discharge facility

A common design requirement imposed by regional water authorities in the Netherlands is a maximum
discharge velocity into a surface water body of 0.3 [m/s]. Therefore, this value is often used to design
and dimension the discharge facility of the system. Figure 4.3 gives an impression of the possible design
of a discharge and intake facility and illustrates the disproportionality between the model domain and
the discharge and intake facilities.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Impression of a possible design for the discharge facility (a) and the intake facility (b) [4]

Evaluating the design requirement of a maximum inflow velocity of 0.3 [m/s] for a flow rate of 250
[m3/h] in the base case scenario corresponds with an inflow surface area of 0.23 [m2]. Due to the large
model domain, large modelling periods and the CFL time step limiting as defined in Equation 2.53,
a detailed modelling of the discharge near field behaviour is difficult to accomplish with the software
suite used in this project. This section provides a comparison of different modelling approaches for the
discharge to provide insight in the effect of different modelling techniques.

Description of the modelling approach:

The model is set up equal to the base case model as described in Section 3.3. Adjustments are made on
the following details:

• The outfall and intake facilities are positioned directly opposite of each other in order to achieve a
symmetric model and assess the discharge behaviour more accurately (the intake facility is moved
from x = 300, y = 0 to x = 350, y = 50 as indicated in Figure 4.4).

• The uniform rectangular grid size is reduced to (x, y) 0.4 ·0.25 [m] (350 000 elements) in order to
be able to model the outfall facility more detailed.

• Transient simulation time is reduced to 4 days

A comparison is made between four different models, where a variation occurs in the modelling ap-
proach for the outfall location. A visual representation for the different approaches and the computa-
tional grid in an area of 10 x 10 [m] around the outfall is given in Figure 4.4. The different approaches
are given in the enumeration below:
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Figure 4.4: Representation of the domain with zoomed in (10 x 10 [m]) views of the different model
representations.

(a) Discharge area: 3 [m2] (outflow velocity: 0.023 [m/s]). The outfall facility is modelled equally to
Section 3.3. The total discharge is distributed over an area of 3 [m2], by means of a Dirchlet/Neu-
mann boundary condition as stated in Section 2.1.3, which corresponds to an outflow velocity of
0.023 [m/s].

(b) Discharge area: 1 [m2] (outflow velocity: 0.07 [m/s]). The second modelling approach distributes
the inflow volume flux over a smaller area, resulting in a higher velocity for the same volume flux.
This will result in a more critical CFL condition and significant more computational cost.

(c) Discharge area: 0.5 [m2] (outflow velocity: 0.14 [m/s])). The third modelling approach is closest
to the actual situation. The discharge facility is dimensioned at a discharge velocity of 0.14 [m/s].
It should be noted that this situation is still far from a detailed near-field flow model.

(d) Source term including momentum (discharge area: 0.5 [m2]). A fourth modelling approach uses a
source term as the discharge boundary. This source term is divided over two grid cells and carries
a momentum source term in the direction of the flow based on a user defined discharge surface
area according to Equation 4.1 . Where u is the velocity component of the momentum discharged,
based on the specified surface area (A = 0.23 [m2]).

Mx = Q̇u (4.1)

The results of the simulations are displayed in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 which show the thermal and velocity
distribution for the four different discharge modelling approaches after 4 days of active discharge and
Figure 4.7, where the different results are plotted for the velocity and temperature along the horizontal
lines (y = 50, 60 and 75), where y = 50 represents the center of the discharge plume. Appendix C shows
additional figures for the thermal distribution after 1 day of active discharge. Furthermore, Table 4.2
provides the average computational time steps for the different approaches, which is an indicator for
the computational effort of the model and shows models (c) and (d) have significant longer computation
times.
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(a) Temperature, discharge area: 3 [m2] (b) Temperature, discharge area: 1 [m2]

(c) Temperature, discharge area: 0.5 [m2] (d) Temperature, discharge area: 0.5 (src term) [m2]

Figure 4.5: Temperature distribution after 4 days for the four different discharge modelling approaches.

(a) Velocity, discharge area: 3 [m2] (b) Velocity, discharge area: 1 [m2]

(c) Velocity, discharge area: 0.5 [m2] (d) Velocity, discharge area: 0.5 (src term) [m2]

Figure 4.6: Velocity distribution after 4 days for the four different discharge modelling approaches.

Table 4.2: Time steps for the different modelling approaches.

Modelling approach (a): 3 m2 (b): 1 m2 (c): 0.5 m2 (d): 0.5 m2 (src)
Average time step 11.67 [s] 3.87 [s] 2.01 [s] 1.47 [s]
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Figure 4.7: Plots of the thermal and velocity distribution for the different discharge modelling ap-
proaches.

The results show significant deviations on both the temperature and velocity profiles for different mod-
elling approaches. Generally, more fluid entertainment is observed at the outfall when the discharge
area is reduced, resulting in more mixing in close vicinity to the discharge. After roughly 200 [m],
the deviations between the different approaches are rather limited. It can be observed that, due to the
CFL condition, the time step is significantly reduced when the discharge area is reduced, resulting in
much more computational effort. Furthermore, the results show a small deviation between the results
of approach (c) and (d), which have equal surface areas, but a different numerical definition. A clear
advantage of the source-sink modelling approach (d) is the availability to dynamically couple the intake
and outfall facilities. Once again, it should be mentioned this section provides a comparison of different
modelling approaches for the discharge facility, however is not an accurate representation of the near
field behaviour.
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4.3 Horizontal eddy viscosity

One of the most influential, physical parameters in the model is the determination of the horizontal
(background) eddy viscosity term. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the typical shallow water flow model has
an-isotropic horizontal and vertical turbulent length scales. The horizontal length scales in the context of
this project are in the order of approximately 100 to 1000 [m], while the vertical length scales typically
are less than 5 [m]. As discussed, different turbulence models for the horizontal and vertical direction
are implemented, where the horizontal eddy viscosity is a superposition of the Smagorinsky model and
an arbitrary user defined horizontal background eddy viscosity to compensate for the missing vertical
viscosity term in a two-dimensional model. Due to the combination of an-isotropic dimensions and the
double derivative

(
ν ∂

2u
∂z2

)
in the viscous terms in the governing equations for momentum in the x and y

direction (Equations 2.3 and 2.4), the vertical eddy viscosity is considered to be an influential parameter.

In order to determine and illustrate the influence of the horizontal (background) eddy viscosity in the
horizontal direction, a comparison was made between different modelling approaches. All results in this
section relate to the same model as presented in Section 3.3. The only variations concern the modelling
of the horizontal eddy viscosity. Four different modelling approaches have been compared:

(a) Smagorinsky model νsgs + background eddy viscosity νback = 10−3 [m2/s] (as modelled in
Section 3.3)

(b) Smagorinsky model νsgs + background eddy viscosity νback = 10−2 [m2/s]

(c) Smagorinsky model νsgs, without additional background eddy viscosity νback = 0 [m2/s]

(d) No eddy viscosity model (only molecular viscosity νmol = 10−6 [m2/s])

Results

The results of the different simulations are represented in Figure 4.8 (temperature profile after 7 days)
and Figure 4.9 (velocity profile after 7 days). Furthermore, the temperature profile after 1 day is given
in Appendix C. Comparison of the different configurations clearly shows the dampening effect of the
eddy viscosity. For an increasing (background) eddy viscosity, the spreading of the thermal discharge
over the domain increases. Configuration (d), where only the molecular viscosity plays a role, shows
an unstable solution without any dampening. No significant differences were observed in computational
time for the different scenarios. It should be noted that the background eddy viscosity term is a rather
heuristic modelling approach and is often used as a calibration parameter. However, the parameter can
provide a valuable method to account for vertically induced turbulence in two-dimensional models and
other physical properties that generate turbulence but can not directly be modelled (e.g. wind induced
waves, motor boats or even marine wildlife)
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(a) νback = 10−3 [m2/s] (Section 3.3) (b) νback = 10−2 [m2/s]

(c) ν = νsgs (Smagorinsky) (d) ν = 10−6 [m2/s] (νmol) (unstable flow)

Figure 4.8: Visualisation of temperature field after 7 days of active discharge for the different eddy
viscosity approaches.

(a) νback = 10−3 [m2/s] (Section 3.3) (b) νback = 10−2 [m2/s]

(c) ν = νsgs (Smagorinsky) (d) ν = 10−6 [m2/s](νmol) (unstable flow)

Figure 4.9: Visualisation of velocity field after 7 days of active discharge for the different eddy viscosity
approaches.
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4.4 Vertical two-dimensional modelling

While the main focus of this project is modelling of shallow water bodies in a two-dimensional plane,
velocity and temperature gradients in the vertical direction might occur as a consequence of thermal
energy extraction in water bodies. This section aims to assess the performance of the model in a vertical
two-dimensional xz-plane. Under the assumption of hydro-static pressure in the z-direction, the model
presented in this section is quasi two-dimensional.

The model in this section is based on an xz-plane of the base case scenario model, which emphasises a
depth and width averaged flow velocity of 6.94e-4 [m/s] for a 1 meter deep and 350 meter long domain.
The flow domain is given in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Schematic representation of the vertical two-dimensional domain.

A comparison is made between three different models with different water depths and inflow velocities
as specified below:

(a) Model depth = 1 [m], Uniform inflow velocity = 6.94e-4 [m/s] (base case scenario)

(b) Model depth = 2 [m], Uniform inflow velocity = 3.47e-4 [m/s]

(c) Model depth = 4 [m], Uniform inflow velocity = 1.735e-4 [m/s]

Boundary conditions prescribing velocity and temperature are defined at x = 0 and x = 350 and are
distributed over the full depth for all situations. The length of the domain remains constant. Therefore
the air-water heat transfer surface also remains constant and the inflow velocity of the different models
is scaled according to the depth to meet an equal flow rate for all situations. Reynolds numbers for
all models remain equal and correspond with the base case scenario as described in Section 3.1 since
the function of velocity times characteristic length (the depth) remains equal. The domain is divided
in rectangular mesh elements with a horizontal length of 0.5 [m] and a vertical length of 0.1 [m]. The
total simulation duration is increased to 20 days in order to achieve a new equilibrium for all three situ-
ations. Remaining simulation parameters correspond with the quasi three-dimensional model presented
in Section 3.5.

The results for the three models are presented in Figures 4.11 (temperature profile) and 4.12 (x-velocity
profile), both after 20 days of active discharge. Appendix C provides more temperature data for other
time intervals and z-velocity data. It can be observed that in all situations a vertical and horizontal
temperature gradient is present. However, the horizontal gradient is less than observed in the two-
dimensional models and decreases for the deeper models. When the x-velocity profiles are evaluated,
a clear shear flow can be observed between the top and bottom layers for all three models. A possible
explanation for this might be a dominant role of the buoyancy fluxBk, which, under absence of a detailed
z-momentum equation, can cause excessive numerical diffusion and conversion of kinetic energy into
potential energy for the more stratified top layers (as mentioned in Section 10.3 of [20]). This effect
might cause entrainment from the top layers to the bottom layers which can results in a shear flow,
reducing the thermal gradient along the x-axis. It should once again be mentioned this section in mainly
focused on assessing the model performance in the xz-plane and might deviate from a physical situation
due to its reduced momentum equation in the z-direction.
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(a) Model depth = 1 [m]

(b) Model depth = 2 [m]

(c) Model depth = 4 [m]

Figure 4.11: Temperature distribution for the vertical two-dimensional simulations after 20 days of
active discharge.

(a) Model depth = 1 [m]

(b) Model depth = 2 [m]

(c) Model depth = 4 [m]

Figure 4.12: x-velocity fields for the vertical two-dimensional simulations after 20 days of active dis-
charge.
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5 Case studies and validation

Chapter 3 provided different modelling approaches for a simple base case geometry, which provided
realistic results but could not be directly validated using field measurements. While the base case model
was partly validated with the simple analytical model, a model validation for a more physically repre-
sentative situation is required.

Therefore, in this chapter, experimental measurement data was compared with the predictions of the
numerical model using different case studies. The validation was split up in two parts. Section 5.1 aims
to validate the natural state composite heat flux model, using measurement data from two water bodies in
the province of Friesland. These water bodies are not influenced by a thermal energy capturing system.

A different model, presented in Section 5.2, focuses on a water body in the province of South-Holland
where a thermal energy extracting system has been installed. The model of this system aims to validate
the numerical predictions for a water body influenced by an active energy extracting system (production
state).

5.1 Validation of the natural state model

The natural state validation study focuses on validation of the composite heat flux model described
in Section 2.2.1. The model is validated by using measurement data provided by the regional water
authorities of the province of Friesland, the Netherlands (’Wetterskip Fryslân’). The measurements
appertain to two water bodies in the province. The first water body is the ’van Harinxmakanaal’, where a
water temperature measurement sensor is located in the city of Leeuwarden. The channel at this location
has an approximated uniform depth of 4 meters. The second measurement sensor is located in the village
of Nes, in waterway ’de Boorne’. This waterway has a depth of roughly 2 meters. The temperature
sensors are both located at a depth of 0.8 meters below the water surface. The measurements provide
water temperature data for the years 2019 and 2020 with an hourly interval. Meteorological data is
available from the Leeuwarden KNMI weather station. The linear distance between the weather station
and the measurement locations are roughly 5 kilometers for Leeuwarden and 20 kilometers for Nes.
Figure 5.1 gives a satellite image overview of the location and situation of the two water bodies (relative
to the meteorological station).

Figure 5.1: Left: geographical location of the weather station and measurement locations. Top right:
zoomed in satellite image of the ’van Harinxmakanaal’ in Leeuwarden. Bottom right: zoomed in satellite
image of the water body in Nes [40].
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Model description

Figure 5.2 shows the modelled domain and grid for both water bodies. Since the model is a natural
state validation, no flow forcing boundary conditions are imposed on the system. No relevant flow
and thermal variations are observed in the horizontal plane. The main model input parameters are the
hourly measurement data sets for solar radiation, air temperature, wind velocity and direction, humidity,
cloudiness and air pressure obtained from the Leeuwarden KNMI meteorological station. Both water
bodies have been evaluated for a two-dimensional and quasi three-dimensional simulation model. The
three-dimensional domain consists of 10 layers for ’de Boorne’ (0.2 [m] per layer) and 16 layers for the
water body in Leeuwarden (0.25 [m] per layer). The modelled period is two full years (2019 and 2020),
with a time step limitation at 60 seconds.

(a) Leeuwarden, ’van Harinxmakanaal’. Domain size:
roughly 300 x 40 [m], typical element edge length: 5
[m]. Temperature profile at 1-Jun 2019 12:00.

(b) NES, ’de Boorne’. Domain size: roughly 150 x 20
[m], typical element edge length: 3 [m]. Temperature
profile at 30-April 2020 00:00.

Figure 5.2: Model domain, grid and temperature profile at a given time step for the models in Leeuwar-
den and Nes. It can be observed that no horizontal variation of temperature is present. Resulting in a
coarse horizontal mesh.

Results and validation

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show simulation results for the two water bodies for the full years of 2019 and 2020.
The two- and three-dimensional results are evaluated every hour. The three-dimensional domain is eval-
uated at a depth of 0.8 meter below the water level (the same depth as the measurement sensors). It can
be observed that the modelled temperatures show comparable fluctuations as the measured temperatures.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the hourly net deviation between the simulation results and the measurements.
The results show, for both the four and two meter deep water body, a deviation which is generally lower
than one degree Celsius. In most months, the deviation is predominantly an overestimation. However, in
the colder winter months the deviation is larger and predominantly an underestimation. The deviations
are evaluated and plotted in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 for each month according to the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) as defined in Equation 3.2.
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Figure 5.3: Natural state model results and measurements for ’de Boorne’ in Nes for the years 2019 and
2020 (hourly data).

Figure 5.4: Natural state model results and measurements for ’van Harinxmakanaal’ in Leeuwarden for
the years 2019 and 2020 (hourly data).
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Evaluating all RMSE values (two-dimensional and three-dimensional for both water bodies), it can be
concluded that the natural state model has a small error between March and November (overestimation is
dominant), resulting in a RMSE between 0.27 and 1.03 ◦C. A significantly larger error (underestimation)
occurs for the months December, January and February. The RMSE values for these months is between
0.81 and 2.29 ◦C. This larger error occurs in both water bodies and reoccurs in all winter periods
that have been modelled in this case study. A direct explanation for this larger error in winter months
could not be found. Possible explanations might be related to: an external heat balance source that is
not modelled in this project (e.g. heat exchange with the water body bed sediment, precipitation or an
external thermal discharge), seasonal weather deviations (e.g. lower temperatures or higher wind speeds
causing additional energy extraction), a mismatch between the meteorological conditions observed at
the (rural) weather station and the (urban) location of the water body or an error in the composite heat
flux model (e.g. reflection coefficients or heat transfer coefficients).

Figure 5.5: Deviation of simulation from measurements for ’the Boorne’ in Nes (hourly data).

Figure 5.6: Deviation of simulation from measurements for ’van Harinxmakanaal’ in Leeuwarden
(hourly data).
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Finally, Figure 5.7 shows the modelled temperature plotted over time and depth for both water bodies
in the summer months (June to September 2020). Although the measurements only provide data at a
depth of 0.8 [m], it can be observed that stratification occurs in the model for both the 2 [m] and 4 [m]
deep water body. Outside of the summer months, stratification is reduced to a minimum. In the 4 [m]
deep water body, the stratification is observed more frequently and for longer time periods than in the
2 [m] deep water body. More detailed measurements at varying depths should be performed in order to
accurately determine model predictions for vertical stratification.

(a) Time-z plot for the modelled temperature in ’de Boorne’ between June 1 and Sept. 1, 2020.

(b) Time-z plot for the modelled temperature in ’van Harinxmakanaal’ between June 1 and Sept. 1, 2020.

Figure 5.7: Modelled temperature plotted over time and depth (time-z plot), providing insight into the
amount of stratification during the summer months.
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5.2 Validation of the production state model

The production state validation focuses on validation of the model under influence of an active thermal
energy extracting system in order to assess the model accuracy. The assessment has been performed
on the thermal energy capturing system in ’Hoog Dalem’, a district in Gorinchem (province of South-
Holland, the Netherlands). For this system a set of measurements has been obtained which were pro-
vided and performed by Deltares and Eneco in 2013 [41].

The Hoog Dalem energy system has been constructed as a pilot project to deliver heat to roughly 250
homes without the use of natural-gas. The energy system uses an underground ATES for heating and
cooling. In order to maintain a thermal equilibrium in the subsurface, during summer months thermal
energy is extracted from the water in the small channels surrounding the district.

5.2.1 Hoog Dalem system description

Figure 5.8 shows an aerial view of the channel system and its location in the Netherlands. The total
length of the channels is approximately 1500 meter. The width of the channels varies between 4 and 10
meter. The channels have a constant (regulated) water level (-1 [m] NAP). The maximum depth varies
between 1 and 1.2 meter. A gradual slope is present in all channels. Therefore, an average depth of 0.8
meters is used in the model (as indicated bottom right in Figure 5.8). The channels generally do not have
any natural flow. However, the southern channel can be affected by drainage of rainfall from the city.

Figure 5.8: Left: the Hoog Dalem channel system and temperature measurement locations, top right:
location of the district in the Netherlands, bottom right: cross section of actual channel and the model
approach.

A total of six observation locations are indicated (yellow text and symbolE) in Figure 5.8, which
represent the locations where measurements have been conducted. Two of these locations relate to the
driving components for energy extraction from the system. At the intake position, water is extracted
from the channel and transported to the outfall location by means of a pipeline trace. This pipeline trace
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(indicated by the red line in Figure 5.8) involves a heat exchanger in order to extract thermal energy
from the transported water before it is discharged at the outfall. The system is designed at a nominal
flow rate of 200 [m3/h] with a ∆T of −3 ◦C (actual realised flow rate and ∆T is presented in Figure
5.10). The system will start extraction of energy when the natural water temperature exceeds 17 ◦C
[41]. The extraction of thermal energy causes the temperature of the channel to cool down in respect to
its natural state situation.

The data used for this study was obtained between June 21 and September 3, 2013. Table 5.1 gives a
specification of the measurement locations. Measurements at observation points 1 to 4 are carried out by
Deltares and record the temperature with an hourly interval at a depth of 1 meter below the water surface
(almost on the bottom of the channel). For observation point one (Obs_1), data is also provided at 0.6
and 0.72 meter below the surface water level. The measurements at the intake and outfall position are
carried out by Eneco and register the temperature and flow rate with a 16 minute interval. The sensors
are located inside the intake and outfall pipelines, the temperatures correspond to the temperature at the
outfall and intake locations. The data provided by Eneco has missing data for the time intervals between
15-16 July, 21-26 July, 5-6 July and 24-30 August. The system performance is unknown during these
intervals, therefore results will not be evaluated for these periods.

Table 5.1: Specification of the measurements provided by Deltares and Eneco.

Deltares Eneco
Location Depth [m] Interval [HH:mm] Location Depth [m] Interval [HH:mm]
Obs_1 0.6, 0.72, 1.0 01:00 Outfall 0.3 00:16
Obs_2 1.0 01:00 Intake 0.3 00:16
Obs_3 1.0 01:00
Obs_4 1.0 01:00

The dimensionless numbers as defined in Chapter 2 are evaluated in Table 5.2 for the narrowest and
widest channels in Hoog Dalem. It shows a distinct turbulent behaviour for both channels. The Rossby
number shows that the Coriolis forces are small compared to the inertial forces, the Coriolis force is
neglected in this simulation. Since the model is only focused on the summer season, the Péclet number
is assumed to be proportional to Reynolds (limited variation of Prandtl for limited temperature variation).
Furthermore, the aspect ratio between the depth and width of the channel is fairly low and the aspect
ratio between the length and depth is large.

Table 5.2: Dimensionless numbers for the Hoog Dalem system.

Channel v∞ [m] L=A/P [m] Re [-] Ro [-] θ [-] φ [-]
4 [m] wide, 0.8 [m] deep 0.01736 0.57 9895 213 5 1875

10 [m] wide, 0.8 [m] deep 0.0069 0.69 4789 70 12.5 1875
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5.2.2 Hoog Dalem model input

The Hoog Dalem channel system has been evaluated with both a two- and quasi three-dimensional
model. The modelled domain is based on satellite data and is given in Figure 5.9. The domain is divided
in 28.841 triangular grid elements with a typical edge length of 1 [m]. For the quasi three-dimensional
model this horizontal grid is divided in 8 equal layers with a layer thickness of 0.1 [m]. The modelled
time period is between June 21 and September 3, 2013. Outside of these intervals no measurement data
was provided.

Figure 5.9: Modelled domain and grid for the Hoog Dalem validation case study with three zoomed in
areas.

The flow forcing facility in the model is a coupled intake-outfall, represented by a coupled source-sink
(depicted by the red line in Figure 5.9). The source-sink input data is based on the system performance
data provided by Eneco and consists of a varying flow rate (nominal flow rate is 200 [m3/h]) and a
temperature deviation between intake and outfall with a 16 minute interval, as given in Figure 5.10.
For the missing data intervals (which will not be evaluated), an average value of three days before and
after the data gap is assumed as input. Dependent on the flow rate and thermal deviation, the net power
extracted varies between 200 and 1200 [kW ] when the system is active.

Energy exchange at the air-water interface is represented by the composite heat flux model, since a
dynamically varying system is being modelled. Heat flux input data sets are obtained from the Herwijnen
KNMI weather station and consist of hourly measurements for solar radiation, air temperature, wind
velocity and direction, humidity, cloudiness and air pressure. The linear distance between the weather
station and the Hoog Dalem district is roughly 8 kilometers. A summary of the (remaining) model
parameters is given in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Summary of the modelling parameters for the Hoog Dalem system.

Channel layout:
• Horizontal geometry extracted from Google earth satellite data
• Uniform depth: 0.8 [m]

Mesh resolution:
• Triangular, typical edge length: 1 [m] (28.841 horizontal elements)
• For quasi three-dimensional model: layer thickness = 0.1 [m] (8 layers total)

Flow and temperature data:
• Intake/outfall represented by coupled source/sink, defined on single grid cell. Input data for

flow rate and ∆T between intake and outfall as given in Figure 5.10 (16 minute interval)
• Meteorological data from Herwijnen KNMI station (hourly interval)

Modelled period:
• June 21, 2013 to September 3, 2013 (prior to June 21, a 10 day spin up time is modelled but

not evaluated)
• Missing data intervals are not evaluated (visualised by colored boxes in results)
• Maximum time step: 60 [s], Average time step: 8.47 [s] (2D), 1.9 [s] (3D)

Other parameters:
• Manning coefficient: n = 0.033 [−]
• Secchi depth in 3D model: 0.3 [m]
• Horizontal background eddy viscosity: 0.001 [m2/s]

Figure 5.10: Hoog Dalem model input data for system flow rate (right y-axis) and temperature devia-
tion between intake and outfall (left y-axis). Data measured by Eneco. The missing data intervals are
displayed by the colored boxes.
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5.2.3 Hoog Dalem model results and validation

This subsection describes the model results and validation with the measured data. Figures 5.11 and
5.12 show the spatially varying temperature and velocity magnitude at two arbitrary time steps (July
9, 2013 16.00 and August 20, 2013 00.00) for the full system. A clear spatially varying temperature
field can be observed, where the temperature is colder at the outfall location and warms up further
downstream the channels. The velocity magnitude in the figures is generally below 0.02 [m/s] and
shows to be lower in the wider channel sections. Comparison between the two time steps shows a
similar pattern with different magnitudes for both temperature and flow, which can be explained by the
varying meteorological conditions and varying flow rate. In Appendix C, temperature and velocity fields
for another time step are provided, showing a comparable pattern.

(a) Temperature profile (b) Velocity magnitude profile

Figure 5.11: Top view representation of the modelled spatially varying temperature and velocity magni-
tude in the Hoog Dalem system at July 9, 2013 16:00.

(a) Temperature profile (b) Velocity magnitude profile

Figure 5.12: Top view representation of the modelled spatially varying temperature and velocity magni-
tude in the Hoog Dalem system at August 20, 2013 00.00.
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Figure 5.13 presents local, zoomed in temperature profiles and velocity vector fields for the same zoomed
in sections as indicated in Figure 5.9 at July 9, 2013 16:00. It can be observed that local temperature
variations are limited. Local flow variations can be observed (mostly in the geometric bend and along
the domain edges). As indicated above, the temporal variations of flow are limited. The velocity pattern
remains the same, but the velocity along the streamlines varies due to variable flow rates imposed on the
system.

(a) Zoomed in temperature profiles

(b) Zoomed in velocity fields

Figure 5.13: Temperature and velocity vector fields for the zoomed in areas as indicated in Figure 5.9 at
July 9, 2013 16:00.

In order to make a quantitative assessment of the model performance, model data has to be compared
with the measurement data at the six earlier defined observation locations. Figures 5.14 to 5.16 show
the temporal results for the measured and modelled temperature at the six observation points for the
modelled period. Both the two-dimensional and quasi three-dimensional model results are evaluated
(once again, the missing data intervals are visualised by blue colored boxes). It can be observed the
model predictions have the same order of magnitude as the measurement, with varying overestimation
and underestimation. The daily averaged deviation at the different observations points is provided in
Appendix C (Figure C.12).

A quantification of the error between the measurements and the model by means of a RMSE analysis is
given in Table 5.4 (excluding the missing data intervals). It can be concluded that the production state
model yields reasonable accuracy for both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional models for the
Hoog Dalem energy extracting system. The quasi three-dimensional model yields slightly better results
for observation points 1-4 than the two-dimensional model. It should be noted that the positioning of the
measurement sensors on the bottom of the channels at these locations, where the coldest temperatures
generally occur, might contribute to a larger error in the two-dimensional model prediction. As given
in Table 5.4, the error at location 1 reduces when the system is evaluated at a depth of 0.72 and 0.60
[m]. The largest error is observed at Observation point 4 for both models. A possible explanation for
this error could be the function of the southern channel as drainage of rainwater as mentioned in [41].
It can be concluded any background flow in the system, like drainage of rainwater, should be explicitly
modelled in order to avoid incorrect model predictions.
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Table 5.4: Root Mean Squared Error for the different observation locations in the Hoog Dalem system.

Location Intake Outfall Obs_1100 Obs_172 Obs_160 Obs_2 Obs_3 Obs_4
RMSE (2D) [◦C] 1.01 1.03 1.50 1.39 1.28 1.61 1.22 1.71
RMSE (3D) [◦C] 1.15 1.09 1.19 1.12 1.05 1.23 0.97 1.28

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: Comparison of the modelled and measured temperature at the intake and outfall locations.
The missing data intervals are displayed by the colored boxes.

(a)

Figure 5.15: Comparison of the modelled and measured temperature at observation location 1. The
missing data intervals are displayed by the colored boxes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.16: Comparison of the modelled and measured temperature at observation locations 2, 3 and 4.
The missing data intervals are displayed by the colored boxes.
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Finally, the temperature is plotted over time and depth (time-z plot) for observation point 1 and 3 in
Figure 5.17 in order to provide insight into the degree of stratification in the model. It can be observed
that stratification occurs regularly, mostly during the warmer, clear days that have been modelled. This
can be explained by the high solar radiation flux and net heat flux at the air-water interface during these
days, as given in Figure 5.18. During the nights, when the solar radiation term equals zero and the net
heat flux is negative, this stratification is generally observed to fade out in the model predictions.

(a) Time-z plot for the modelled temperature at Observation point 1 between June 21 and Sept. 4, 2013.

(b) Time-z plot for the modelled temperature at Observation point 3 between June 21 and Sept. 4, 2013.

Figure 5.17: Modelled temperature plotted over time and depth (time-z plot) at observation point 1 and
3.

(a) Net solar heat flux (Qsn)

(b) Total net heat flux (Qnet)

Figure 5.18: Net solar and total net heat flux at the air-water interface for observation point 3.
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6 Exploratory study on modelling multiple systems and
background flow

In the previous chapters, the main focus was on elaboration and validation of models with one active
thermal energy capturing system without natural background flow, which showed the model prediction
provides a valuable approximation for a single system, operating in an initially stagnant water body.
However, in practice, the performance of energy extracting systems can also be influenced by other
energy extracting systems and/or background flow. This chapter will briefly provide two exploratory
case studies where these effects have been included into the model.

6.1 Modelling multiple thermal energy capturing systems

As described in the introduction of this report, the number of systems capturing thermal energy from
surface water is rapidly increasing. This can result in the presence of multiple systems extracting energy
from the same surface water body. While this has not been included in the models described in the
earlier chapters, these models can easily be extended with multiple systems extracting thermal energy
by imposing additional boundary conditions or source-sink terms on the domain for additional systems.

An exploratory case study was performed for a water body in the city of The Hague, where three dif-
ferent systems will extract thermal energy from the same water body. A brief description of the system
characteristics is given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Brief summary of system characteristics for the The Hague model

Flow rate (nominal): ∆T : Imposed by:
System 1 (north-west): Q̇ = 200 [m3/h] -5 [◦C] coupled source-sink
System 2 (middle): Q̇ = 505 [m3/h] -5 [◦C] coupled source-sink
System 3 (east): Q̇ = 540 [m3/h] -5 [◦C] coupled source-sink
Model 2D - Excess temperature heat flux model (Ti = 17 ◦C)
Background flow No background flow present
Mesh resolution: Triangular, typical edge length: 2.5 [m]
Simulation period 7 days, all three systems operating at nominal flow rate and ∆T

The results, given in Figure 6.1, show the modelled performance of the three systems (indicated by the
red lines representing coupled source-sinks). It can be observed that the three system have a significant
thermal impact on the water body. However, both the velocity and temperature figures show the different
systems are not interfering with each other. The cold discharge of one system does not impede the
operation of another system, which suggests the three systems can be operational at the same time for
longer time periods.

Nevertheless, based on the temperature distribution, it should be noted that in system 1 (north-west)
interference occurs. This is not due to the other systems, but the discharged fluid of system 1 has
not returned to the equilibrium temperature when it reaches the intake of system 1. This causes the
temperature of the extracted water to reduce from 17 ◦C to roughly 15 ◦C, resulting in a discharged
water temperature of 10 ◦C, where 12 ◦C was anticipated in the system design. It might be necessary to
reduce the flow rate or ∆T of system 1 to ensure efficacy of the system.
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(a) Temperature distribution

(b) Velocity magnitude

Figure 6.1: Model performance after 7 days of active discharge for three systems in The Hague
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6.2 Modelling natural background flow

In many natural surface water bodies background flow is present, which can have an effect on the per-
formance of the energy extracting system. This effect has not yet been addressed in this study, however
it can be included in a model rather easily by imposing a Dirichlet and/or Neumann boundary condition
on the domain as described in Section 2.1.3.

An exploratory case study was performed, focusing on the design of a thermal energy extracting system
on the ’Merwedekanaal’ in the city of Utrecht, where a variable natural background flow is imposed on
the channel. A parametric study was done for three different background flow rates (Q̇ = 250, 500 and
1000 [m3/h]), which are imposed at the bottom (south) edge and top (north) edge of the model domain.
A brief description of system characteristics is given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Brief summary of system characteristics for the ’Merwedekanaal’ model

System: Flow rate (nominal): ∆T : Imposed by:
Q̇ = 560 [m3/h] -6 [◦C] coupled source-sink

Background flow: Bottom (south): v = Q̇/A, T = 20 ◦C

Top (north): v = −Q̇/A, ∂T/∂n = 0

Parametric study: Variable background flow rate: Q̇ = 250/500/1000 [m3/h]
Modelling approach: 2D - Excess temperature heat flux model (Ti = 20 ◦C)
Mesh resolution: Triangular, typical edge length: 2.5 to 10 [m]
Simulation period: 10 days, constant active system at nominal flow rate and ∆T

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 provide a brief insight in the performance of the system under different background
flow rates. The red line indicates the coupled source-sink representing the energy extracting system. The
background flow boundary conditions are defined at the bottom and top of the provided model domain.
The figures provide the temperature and flow distribution for the three different background flow rates.
It can be observed that the influence of background flow can have a significant impact on the thermal and
flow profiles of the system. For a low background flow (250 m3/h), the temperature in close vicinity to
the discharge location is mainly affected. For a high background flow (500 or 1000 m3/h), mainly the
area north of the system is affected by the cold discharge. This is beneficial for the performance of the
defined system. The presence of a high background flow provides the possibility to position the intake
and outfall of the system closer to each other, which will reduce the necessary distance to be covered by
a pipeline trace. This will reduce the costs of the system.

However, while a high background flow is observed to be beneficial for performance of this system,
it could have significant consequences when, for example another district, north of the defined system
also wishes to utilise thermal energy from the same water body. This study shows the relevance of
including the background flow in the model if this is occurring in the system and shows it can have a
large influence on the system performance. This is in compliance with the observed results in Section
5.2 for background flow caused by drainage water.
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(a) 250 m3/h (b) 500 m3/h (c) 1000 m3/h

Figure 6.2: Temperature distribution after 10 days of active discharge in the ’Merwedekanaal’ for dif-
ferent background flow rates

(a) 250 m3/h (b) 500 m3/h (c) 1000 m3/h

Figure 6.3: Velocity magnitude after 10 days of active discharge in the ’Merwedekanaal’ for different
background flow rates
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

The main objective of this study was to provide a method to model the temperature and flow in a water
body that is influenced by one or multiple systems capturing thermal energy from surface water bodies.

This was done using the ’Delft3D FM’ modelling suite, using the two-dimensional depth averaged and
quasi three-dimensional shallow water equations assuming that horizontal length scales are much larger
than vertical length scales in the model and fluctuations in the vertical direction are limited. With respect
to modelling of the heat exchange at the air-water interface, two different models have been described.
The composite heat flux model includes a detailed description of the heat flux at the air-water interface,
based on hourly varying meteorological weather conditions. The excess temperature model excludes
diurnal variations, assuming the water will always return to a thermal equilibrium.

A modelling framework was proposed, consisting of different modelling approaches that differ in their
assumptions and complexity. The framework can be used in various phases of system development.
The modelling approaches range from a one-dimensional analytical model to a quasi three-dimensional
model. A validation between a simplified analytical and numerical approach under the same assump-
tions showed a RMSE of 0.03 ◦C. The framework provides the ability to model complex water body
geometries, the presence of natural background flow and can be used to model interaction between mul-
tiple systems extracting thermal energy from the same water body. This can be done with time scales
ranging from several days to multiple years.

Sensitivity studies on four model components show that triangular mesh convergence at the discharge
location requires more computational effort than rectangular mesh elements, but is more convenient
for grid generation in complex geometries. Different modelling approaches representing the discharge
facility show detailed modeling of both the near- and far field behaviour of the discharge in a single
model is complicated due to the diverse length scales between the model domain and discharge facility
dimensions. An evaluation of the influence of a background horizontal turbulent eddy viscosity shows
to have a major impact on model behaviour but can provide a valuable tool for model calibration. An
assessment of the model behaviour in a vertical cross-section shows a thermal gradient can occur in the
vertical direction.

A model validation study was conducted on a physically representative situation, using measurement
data from water bodies in both natural- and production state. The results for the natural state model,
which compares model predictions with measurements of two water bodies with different depths, showed
a high accuracy between March and November, a monthly RMSE between 0.27 and 1.03 ◦C was ob-
served. For the months December, January and February the accuracy was lower, with a monthly RMSE
between 0.81 and 2.29 ◦C.

A production state validation observed a RMSE between 0.97 and 1.71 ◦C for different measurement
locations over a 2,5 month period. It was observed that any background flow phenomena should be
explicitly modelled in order to get an accurate model prediction. An exploratory study showed addi-
tional background flow can easily be included in the model when this data is available. While in both
validation studies the accuracy of a quasi three-dimensional approach appears to be slightly higher, the
two-dimensional approach also appears to have a satisfactory accuracy for the evaluated systems.

Altogether, it can be concluded that the production state model is of valuable use for modelling thermal
energy capturing systems in fairly small, shallow channels in the Netherlands. However, for a broader
use in commercial projects within IF Technology more extensive model validation, calibration and model
development is required for systems in water bodies with different dimensional aspect ratios, Reynolds
numbers and additional physical properties that have not been modelled like motor boats.
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7.2 Limitations and Recommendations

While the proposed modelling framework proves to be a valuable method to determine thermal and flow
effects caused by systems capturing thermal energy from surface water, these water bodies show to be
highly dynamic systems with a lot of influential factors. Not all of them are taken into account in this
project or can be modelled using the current modelling suite. Relevant known limitations for this model
are:

• The natural state model predictions for December, Januari and Februari have a larger deviation
from the measured temperatures than other months.

• Modelling of both the near field and far field effects in the same model is shown to be highly
impractical.

• Under the shallow water equations, the vertical momentum equation is reduced to hydro-static
pressure. Possible flow variations in the vertical direction are not solved accurately.

• The use of a background horizontal eddy viscosity is a rather heuristic approach to account for
vertical turbulence in two-dimensional modelling.

• The effect of motor boats providing additional mixing and flow in the water body is not included.

• The effect of heat transfer between the water and the water body bed is not included in the model.

• The meteorological data is generally observed at weather stations in a rural setting. Meteorological
data at an urban location can differ from this rural data. Besides this, the effect of shadows is not
considered in the model but might have a relevant influence on the heat balance (reducing solar
radiation).

Finally, relevant recommendations for future work are:

• Validation of the model for the Hoog Dalem system does not unconditionally mean different types
of water bodies yield the same model accuracy. More extensive validation of the model, using field
data from water bodies with different Reynolds numbers and dimensional aspect ratios is desired
and can aid in model calibration. For example a shallow lake or deeper channel.

• Further model development:

– The accuracy of the natural state model in the winter months should be improved. A possible
improvement is including the effect of heat transfer between the water and the water body
bed in the model.

– More detailed modelling of the near field discharge behaviour, possibly implemented with a
dynamic coupling into the currently proposed model.

– Including the effects of motors boats providing additional mixing.

• A comparison of the model performance with a fully three-dimensional numerical solver, without
any assumptions regarding hydro-static pressure in the vertical direction.
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A Dimensional analysis

A dimensionless analysis of the governing equations as provided in Chapter 2 was done to formulate
dimensionless numbers according to the method described in Chapter 11 of the book of Welty, Rorrer
and Foster [42].

The reference values for the governing equations are stipulated as length (L), velocity (v∞), temperature
(T∞). Accordingly, the non-dimensional forms of the variables in the equations are defined as:

x∗ = x/L t∗ = tv∞/L
y∗ = y/L T ∗ = T/T∞
u∗ = u/v∞ V̇ ∗ = Q̇/v∞
v∗ = v/v∞ M∗ = ML/v2∞
h∗ = h/L S∗ = SL/v∞T∞

1. Continuity equation

Regular form of the governing equation:

∂h

∂t
+
∂uh

∂x
+
∂vh

∂y
= Q̇ (A.1)

Dimensionless form of the governing equation:

v∞

(
∂h∗

∂t∗
+
∂u∗h∗

∂x∗
+
∂v∗h∗

∂y∗

)
= v∞Q̇

∗ (A.2)

Which can be reduced to:
∂h∗

∂t∗
+
∂u∗h∗

∂x∗
+
∂v∗h∗

∂y∗
= Q̇∗ (A.3)
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2. Momentum equation

The regular form of the governing equation in x-direction as given in Chapter 2 (all terms only relevant
for three-dimensional simulations have been marked red):

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
+ w

∂u

∂z
= − 1

ρ0

∂P

∂x
+ ν

(
∂2u

∂x2
+
∂2u

∂y2
+
∂2u

∂z2

)
+ fv +Mx (A.4)

The non-dimensional form of the governing momentum equation in x-direction:

v2∞
L

(
∂u∗

∂t∗
+ u∗

∂u∗

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂u∗

∂y∗
+ w∗

∂u∗

∂z∗

)
= − 1

ρ0L

∂P

∂x∗
+
v∞
L2

ν

(
∂2u∗

∂x∗2
+
∂2u∗

∂y∗2
+
∂2u∗

∂z∗2

)
+ v∞fv

∗ +
v2∞
L
M∗x

(A.5)

Which can be reduced to:

∂u∗

∂t∗
+u∗

∂u∗

∂x∗
+v∗

∂u∗

∂y∗
+w∗

∂u∗

∂z∗
= − 1

ρ0v2∞

∂P

∂x∗
+

ν

Lv∞

(
∂2u∗

∂x∗2
+
∂2u∗

∂y∗2
+
∂2u∗

∂z∗2

)
+
Lf

v∞
v∗+M∗x (A.6)

The regular form of the governing equation in y-direction as given in Chapter 2 (all terms only relevant
for three-dimensional simulations have been marked red):

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
+ w

∂v

∂z
= − 1

ρ0

∂P

∂y
+ ν

(
∂2v

∂x2
+
∂2v

∂y2
+
∂2v

∂z2

)
+ fu+My (A.7)

Non-dimensional form of the governing momentum equation in y -direction:

∂v∗

∂t∗
+u∗

∂v∗

∂x∗
+v∗

∂v∗

∂y∗
+w∗

∂v∗

∂z∗
= − 1

ρ0v2∞

∂P

∂y∗
+

ν

Lv∞

(
∂2v∗

∂x∗2
+
∂2v∗

∂y∗2
+
∂2v∗

∂z∗2

)
−Lf
v∞

v∗+M∗y (A.8)

The momentum equations in x and y direction in non-dimensional form provide two relevant non-
dimensional numbers. A relation between the inertial force and viscous force can be formulated as
the Reynolds number for this flow problem. A relation between the inertial force and Coriolis force can
be defined as the Rossby number.

Re =
Lv∞
ν

and Ro =
v∞
Lf

(A.9)

Hydro-static pressure assumption for z-momentum

Regular form of the hydro-static pressure assumption:

∂P

∂z
= −ρgh (A.10)

Non-dimensional form of the hydro-static pressure assumption:

∂P

L∂z∗
= −Lρgh∗ reduced to

∂P

∂z∗
= −L2ρgh∗ (A.11)
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3. Energy equation

Regular form of the advection diffusion equation:

∂T

∂t
+ u

∂T

∂x
+ v

∂T

∂y
+ w

∂T

∂z
= D

(
∂2T

∂x2
+
∂2T

∂y2
+
∂2T

∂z2

)
+ S (A.12)

Non-dimensional form of the advection diffusion equation:

v∞T∞
L

(
∂T ∗

∂t∗
+ u∗

∂T ∗

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂T ∗

∂y∗
+ w∗

∂T ∗

∂z∗

)
=
T∞
L2

(
D

(
∂2T ∗

∂x∗2
+
∂2T ∗

∂y∗2
+
∂2T ∗

∂z∗2

))
+
v∞T∞
L

S∗

(A.13)

Which can be reduced to:

∂T ∗

∂t∗
+ u∗

∂T ∗

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂T ∗

∂y∗
+ w∗

∂T ∗

∂z∗
=

D

v∞L

(
∂2T ∗

∂x∗2
+
∂2T ∗

∂y∗2
+
∂2T ∗

∂z∗2

)
+ S∗ (A.14)

The dimensionless form of the energy equation provides a dimensionless number that describes the rela-
tion between the advective and diffusive transport rate of energy. This relation is commonly formulated
by the Péclet number. When the diffusivity is expressed in terms of D = k

ρcp
, the Péclet number is a

function of Prandtl (Pr = ν
D =

cpρν
k ) and Reynolds

Pe =
v∞L

D
= PrRe (A.15)

For water under atmospheric pressure conditions with temperature variations between 5 and 25 degrees
Celsius, Prandtl varies between 11.44 and 6.26 [42].

Geometry

The geometry as depicted in Figure 2.1 (a rectangular reservoir) can also be considered with dimensional
analysis. The length and velocity scales of the model can be evaluated according to the reference values
L and v∞. This results in the geometric dimensional aspect ratios for the width (θ), depth (φ) and inflow
velocity (γ):

L∗ = L
L = 1

W ∗ = W
L = θ

h∗ = h
L = φ

v∗in = v∗out = vin
v∞

= γ

(A.16)
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B Parameter definition

This Appendix aims to provide information on how to define suitable parameters for the heat transfer
coefficient λ, the Secchi depth and the Manning coefficient

Manning Coefficient

Determination on the manning coefficient based on flow bed characterises of a channel can be done by
the experimentally determined values of Chow [43]. e.g.: An excavated or dredged channel with short
grass, few weeds emphasises a manning coefficient between 0.022 and 0.033.

A copy of the table as defined by Chow is accessible via:
http://www.fsl.orst.edu/geowater/FX3/help/8_Hydraulic_Reference/Mannings_
n_Tables.htm

Secchi depths

The Secchi depth is related to the depth where light is reflected. This depth is stated to be 88 percent of
the depth radiation reaches. The Secchi depth can be seasonally dependent. A method to determine a
viable Secchi depth parameter for a model where no measurement can be performed is by comparison
with measurements.

• According to the national ’Slootjesonderzoek 2018’, the average Secchi depth of 45 small chan-
nels/ditches was 0.5 [m]. This value was used during this study. (Results accessible via:
https://nioo.knaw.nl/nl/resultaten-slootjesonderzoek-2018)

• Another source of information for the Secchi depth is the Water board ’Amstel, Gooi and Vecht’,
which maintians an overview of Secchi depth for various water bodies in their working field. (Ac-
cesible via:
https://www.waternet.nl/ons-water/oppervlaktewater/water-in-kaart/)

Excess heat transfer coefficient λ

When Equation 2.49 and 2.50 are evaluated, the most important values to determine the excess heat
transfer coefficient are the water temperature and wind velocity. The former is determined by the system
design. The latter is more arbitrary. The value as used in Chapter 3 of this project is determined by the
NEN5060:2018 norm.

Figure B.1: Monthly averaged wind velocity according to NEN5060:2018 [39]
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B.1 NEN5060:2018 Reference climate data

The full data-sets for the air temperature, wind velocity, solar radiation, cloudiness, humidity air pressure
and wind direction are given in Figure B.2

Figure B.2: Reference climatic data according to NEN5060:2018 [39]
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C Additional figures

Additional results and figures for models presented in the main chapters.

C.1 Base case - 2D (excess temperature)

(a) x-velocity profile at t = 7 days (b) y-velocity profile at t = 7 days

(c) Velocity field at t = 6 hours (d) Velocity field at t = 12 hours

Figure C.1: Additional figures for the velocity profile for the 2D-Excess temperature model base case
scenario (Section 3.3)
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C.2 Base case - 3D

(a) Temperature profile at 0.95 [m] from surface (b) Temperature profile at 0.75 [m] from surface

(c) Temperature profile at 0.45 [m] from surface (d) Temperature profile at 0.15 [m] from surface

Figure C.2: xy-plots (top view) for the temperature profile after 1 day of active discharge at 0.95, 0.75,
0.45 and 0.15 m from the surface.

(a) Temperature profile at y = 75 m

(b) Temperature profile at y = 50 m

Figure C.3: xz-plots for the temperature profile after 1 day at x = 50 and x = 75 [m]

(a) Temperature profile at x = 25 m (b) Temperature profile at x = 150 m

Figure C.4: xz-plots for the temperature profile after 1 day at y = 50 and y = 75 [m]
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C.3 Inflow condition

(a) 1 day, 3 m2 (b) 1 day, 1 m2

(c) 1 day, 0.5 m2 (d) 1 day, 0.5 m2 source term

Figure C.5: Visualisation of temperature field after 1 day of active discharge for the different discharge
modelling approaches

C.4 Horizontal eddy viscosity

(a) νback = 0.001[m2/s] (section 3.3) (b) νback = 0.01[m2/s]

(c) ν = νsgs (d) νback = νmol

Figure C.6: Visualisation of temperature field after 1 day of active discharge for the different eddy
viscosity approaches
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C.5 Vertical two-dimensional modelling

(a) 1 [m]

(b) 2 [m]

(c) 4 [m]

Figure C.7: Visualisation of temperature field after 1 day of active discharge for the different vertical
two-dimensional models

(a) 1 [m]

(b) 2 [m]

(c) 4 [m]

Figure C.8: Visualisation of temperature field after 7 days of active discharge for the different vertical
two-dimensional models
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(a) 1 [m]

(b) 2 [m]

(c) 4 [m]

Figure C.9: Visualisation of the z-velocity between x=0 and x= 10 meters of the domain
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C.6 Hoog Dalem validation study

(a) Temperature fields (b) Velocity vector fields

Figure C.10: Visual, top view, representation of the modelled spatially varying temperature and velocity
magnitude in the Hoog Dalem system at June 25, 2013 8.00

(a) Temperature fields (b) Velocity vector fields

Figure C.11: Visual, top view, representation of the modelled spatially varying temperature and velocity
magnitude in the Hoog Dalem system at August 20, 2013 00.00
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(a) Daily averaged deviation for the two-dimensional model

(b) Daily averaged deviation for the quasi three-dimensional model

Figure C.12: Daily averaged deviation of simulations from measurements at the Hoog Dalem system.
The blue boxes represent the missing data intervals.
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